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ON THE PIEZOELECTRIC MECHANICAL MICROELEMENTS 
 

Lubomír Uher                Danica Janglová 
 

Institute of Informatics, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovak republic 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Modern microchirurgy applications require some new parts capable of precise micro motions 
and “around the corner” operation. Here we suggest a construction of the proper effectors for 
operation with the microinstruments, which is based on a set of chessboard-structured field of 
piezoelectric elements. The same structures may be also applied as sensors with great local 
spatial resolution.  
 

Keywords: Microelements, Piezoelectric elements 

 
 

1  INTRODUCTION 

Modern microchirurgy applications require some new parts 
capable of precise micro motions and “around the corner” 
operation. This kind of instruments we suggest as a 
construction based on a set of chessboard-structured field 
of piezoelectric elements. The same structures may be also 
applied as sensors with great local spatial resolution. 
Also the modern chemical microreactors are required 
manipulating with extremely small amounts of fluids.   
One application of piezoelectric micropumps is well known 
in jet-printers, where the piezoelectric pumps produce the 
separate drops of the picoliter mass order in pulse mode. 
Here we introduce an idea of construction of the pump 
capable of operation with very small amounts of fluids but 
operating in continuous mode.  
 

2  THE PROPOSED MICROSTRUCTURES 

Let us figure a whisker made of a great number of 
elementary piezoelectric cells separated by insulator layers. 
In [1] it is possible to find any information from history of 
piezoelectricity experienced by brothers Pierre and Jacques 
Curie‘s, elementary definitions up to the exact theoretical 
chapters and special applications. 
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The function of the piezoelectric elementary cell is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. When the electric field E is applied 
across the cell, as a result mechanical deformation appears. 
The type of deformation depends on orientation of electric 
field relative to crystal axes of the piezoelectric medium 
used. It may be of the strain, stress, torque or shear type. 
The simultaneous action of all cells results in integral 
motion of the end of the whole fibre. 

 
Figure 1  Mechanical deformation of elementary 

piezoelectric cell subdued to electrostatic field E generated 
between electrodes e1, e2. 

 
Fibres may be glued together, forming more complicated 
structures of separately controlled cells, enabling thus 
complicated deformations of the body as a whole. On the 
right hand side of the Fig. 3 a principal scheme of control 
of separate cells is depicted in expanded form. Alphabetical 
and numeric labelled lines form two different and 
independent sets of insulated conductors, enabling two-
dimensional addressing of each of the cells. 
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Figure 2  A battery of n cells. 

 

 
Figure 3  Alphabetical and numeric labelled enable two-  

dimensional addressing of all cells. 

 

Principal structure of the single piezoelectric cell is 
depicted on Fig. 4. CE1, CE2 are control electrodes, Scr is 
a grounded screening electrode, NI is non - piezoelectric 
dielectric material, P is the active piezoelectric core of the 
cell. Relative dimensions are exaggerated. 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4  Principal structure of the single piezoelectric cell. 
 

3  THE BASIC EQATIONS 

 
Any of the piezoelectric elements may be used for sensor, 
giving information of the instant strain or stress situation at 
its position. 
Micromechanismes (mms) are arranged in series as 
batteries of n cells. When its lower end is fixed, the free 
end deflects. Its motion d

r
∆  is described by the equations 

(3) to (7).  Each mms is steered by its own electric signal, 
controlling its mechanical expansion. The length increment 
∆l per mms may be expressed as 
 

n
xl ⋅

=∆
α

 (1) 

where  x means  the voltage per element. For a series of n 
mms 
 

n)1(0 n
xll ⋅

+⋅=
α

 (2) 

If a number of mms were increased to infinity, we obtain 
for the resulting length of the system 
 

( )xll ⋅⋅= αexp0  (3) 
 
In a similar way a series of torque elements may be 
described using ϕ  for the angular variable and v for the 
applied voltage: 
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n
v⋅

=∆
βϕ  (4) 

 
n

n
v )1(0
⋅

+⋅=
βϕϕ  (5) 

 
( )v⋅⋅= βϕϕ exp0  (6) 

 
If both increments ϕ∆∆ ,l  acting simultaneously and they 
were kept small enough, we can write with arbitrary 
exactness the total deformation vector d

r
∆  in a form of 

single matrix equation 
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in homogeneous coordinate system in (x y) - plane with 
homogenous coordinate t  = 1. x0, y0 are “endpoint” 
coordinates of the n-cell set before the deformation and   
 

( )ddd
rrr

∆+⋅= 10  (8) 
 
In synthetic polycrystalline materials and many organic 
piezoelectric materials isotropy takes place, and as a 
consequence of their low stiffness greater deformations are 
expected compared with inorganic crystals. 
As a whole, the whole system may be ended with 
instruments of desired purpose as needles, syringes or 
scalpels for medical application, see for instance [2]. 
 

 
Figure 5  The micropump operating in peristaltic mode. 

4  EXAMPLE 

 
One application of piezoelectric micropumps is well known 
in jet-printers [3], where the piezoelectric pumps produce   
separate drops of the picoliter mass order operating in   
pulse mode. Here we introduce an idea of construction of 
the pump capable of operation with very small amounts of   
fluids which can operate in continuous mode.  
The pumping application of tube is possible according to 
the Fig. 5, where F means the peristaltic force acting onto 
the fluid moved inside the tube.  The tube may be enforced 
into the peristaltic motion so that the tube functions as a 
simple micropump. When internal side of the tube were 
protected against chemical reactivity of the operation fluids 
by a coating, the pump may control chemical processes in 
microscopic chemical reactors. 

5  CONCLUSIONS 

The present letter gives a suggestion of chessboard 
structured fields of piezoelectric elements, capable of 
micromanipulation with small instruments and  of the 
control of very small fluid flows of the order of several 
nanoliters per second. The  piezoelectric pumps can operate 
in continuous mode, differing thus from the jet pumps, used 
in microdrops creation in jet printers . 
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MECHANICAL FAILURES OF FLAP CONTROL SYSTEMS AND 
RELATED POSITION ERRORS: PROPOSAL OF INNOVATIVE 
CONFIGURATION EQUIPPED WITH CENTRIFUGAL BRAKES 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This work analyses two different reversible actuator (with wingtip brakes) architectures for 
flap actuation systems in order to compare their dynamic behaviour in case of torque trans-
mission mechanical failure. The mathematical models and the related simulation computer 
programs of the above mentioned flap actuation systems have been prepared (a typical sys-
tem architecture in the first case and an innovative layout, with the adoption of centrifugal 
brakes, in the second). This computer simulation program further analyses the flight control 
dynamic behaviour and the airplane lateral-directional behaviour under the action of the 
primary and secondary flight controls and of the autopilot. The purpose of this paper is to 
evaluate the effects of innovative system architecture, equipped with centrifugal brakes, in 
case of failure conditions. Some simulations of the control system and airplane behaviour 
in the event of the above mentioned failures have been performed. The results of the pre-
sent work show the high sensitivity of the aircraft controllability to the flap control system 
architecture adopted to detect flaps asymmetries and demonstrate like the adoption of the 
proposed centrifugal brakes, without having to modify considerably the system’s construc-
tive complexity, remarkably increases its performances in case of critical failure and avoids 
the verifying of potentially catastrophic situations. 

Keywords: flap, failure, centrifugal, brake 

 
 

1  INTRODUCTION 

The flap actuation systems of most commercial and military 
aircraft consist of a centrally located Power Drive Unit 
(PDU), a shaft system and a certain number of actuators 
(normally two for each flap surface). Depending on the 
performance requirements and on the specified interface 
with the other aircraft systems and structure, several differ-
ent configurations have been used in the design of such 
actuation systems. PDU’s can be either hydromechanical or 
electromechanical and be either of a single or dual motor 
type. In the last case the outputs of the two motors can be 
either torque summed or speed summed. The shaft system 
generally consists of torque tubes connecting the PDU out-
put with the right and the left wing actuators; however, the 
flap actuation systems of small commercial aircrafts often  
 

Contact author: Matteo D. L. Dalla Vedova 

E-mail matteo.dallavedova@polito.it 

 
use flexible drive shafts rotating at high speed in place of 
the low speed rigid shafts. The actuators are normally linear 
and are based on ballscrews (usually of reversible type), 
though some flap actuators use an ACME screw (irreversi-
ble); some flap actuators are of a rotary type (usually re-
versible). Whichever the actual configuration of the flap 
actuation system is, the limitation of the asymmetry be-
tween the left and the right wing flaps is one of the major 
requirements for the design of the actuation and control 
system. Under normal operating conditions the actual 
asymmetry between the right and the left flaps (or slats) is 
generally very small because the backlash and the deflec-
tion of the mechanical transmission (actuators and shaft 
system) under asymmetrical loads are generally a small 
fraction (much less than 1% total) of the full travel. How-
ever, if a fracture occurs in the mechanical transmission, an 
increasing asymmetry builds up between the flaps surfaces, 
which may become excessive and turn to be flight safety 
critical if appropriate corrective actions are not taken. It 
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must be noted that a mechanical failure can occur in any 
component of the actuation system (shafts, PDU, actua-
tors). 
The failure of the PDU or of an actuator results in the in-
ability to operate the affected flap system. Such a failure 
condition, though being regarded as a major type of failure, 
is not critical for the flight safety, as it is the case of large 
asymmetries between left and right surfaces resulting from 

uncontrolled shaft failures. If a shaft failure occurs the fol-
lowing events take place. The part of the actuation system 
upstream of the fracture point keeps rotating with the PDU 
in the commanded direction until a shutoff command is not 
given to the PDU. The portion of the shaft system down-
stream of the fracture point exhibits a behaviour that de-
pends on its design characteristics. 

If the actuators are non reversible (Fig. 2), this part of the 
system decelerates rapidly to a stop because the aerody-
namic loads cannot backdrive the actuators and the small 
kinetic energy of the shaft system is soon dissipated by the 
tare losses of the rotating shafts. If the actuators are re-
versible, the aerodynamic loads are capable of backdriving 
the failed part of the actuation system, which can accelerate 
fast when subjected to large loads because of its low iner-
tia. In this case, in order to stop the uncontrolled surfaces, 
the actuation system must be equipped either with wingtip 
brakes (Fig. 3) or irreversibility brakes (Fig. 4). These two 
alternate configurations are based on: 
• controlled wingtip brakes (one for each wing) located at 

the end of the transmission line, close to the position 
transducers (Fig. 3), that become engaged and brake the 
system after a failure has been positively recognized; 

• self-acting irreversibility brakes within each actuator, 
which self engage when the actuator output overruns 
the input shaft (Fig. 4). 

The relative merits of the three solutions (non reversible 
actuators, reversible actuators with wingtip brakes, reversi-
ble actuators with irreversibility brakes) and which of the 
three is better is a long debated matter: the maximum 
asymmetry in failure conditions is greater with the wingtip 
brake solution, the solution with non reversible actuators 
requires higher hydraulic power owing to its lower effi-
ciency and the irreversibility brake solution, that overcomes 
the shortcomings of the two previous solutions, is more 
expensive. Therefore, the most commonly used architecture 
for high-medium performance aircrafts employs the re-

versible actuators with wingtip brakes and centrally located 
PDU (of a dual motor type for operational reliability) be-
cause it is cheaper and more efficient, nevertheless the as-
sociated high asymmetries in case of failure; whereas for 
low-medium performance aircrafts the most commonly 
used architecture employ the irreversible actuators, never-
theless the associated lower efficiencies. Whichever design 
solution is taken, an asymmetry between the surfaces up-
stream and downstream of the failure develops as long as 
the PDU is running and the wingtip brakes, if present, are 
not engaged. 
This developing asymmetry must be detected and a correc-
tive action taken in order to keep its maximum value within 
a safe limit by means of appropriate monitoring devices 
equipped with suitable software whose selection is dealt in 
[5]. Further, when a failure occurs in the wingtip brakes 
(reversible actuators architecture), consisting of the inabil-
ity to apply the proper brake torque to the transmission, a 
flight safety critical condition can arise, particularly follow-
ing a previous shaft failure; a similar condition can occur 
when the irreversible actuators turn to be reversible because 
of structural vibrations and/or temperature troubles. An-
other possible trouble can occur when the supply pressure 
of the hydraulic system drops under a defined value, not 
allowing position servomechanism proper operations. 
The monitoring system must be able to detect and properly 
correct the above mentioned failures. According to the dif-
ferent failure modes above mentioned, different monitoring 
techniques are considered. In the event of the inability of 
the wingtip brakes (reversible actuators architecture) to 
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Figure 1  Actuation system mechanical model 
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apply brake torques or in the event of an irreversible actua-
tor turning to be reversible (irreversible actuators architec-
ture) the following monitoring technique is employed: if a 
position error greater than a defined value is produced by a 
surface position variation without any command variation, 

then wingtip or irreversibility brake failure is recognized 
and the hydraulic system is permanently pressurized. In 
case of a supply pressure drop in the hydraulic system the 
monitoring device is able to shutoff the control system until 
the correct pressure is restored. 
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2  MONITORING SYSTEM 

The model adopted in this work represents the flap actua-
tion system of a high-medium performance commercial 
aircraft equipped with single motor PDU (located in fuse-
lage), shaft system realized by means of torque tubes, re-
versible actuators and controlled wingtip brakes (one for 
each wing, located at the end of the transmission line, close 
to the position transducers); this flap layout, almost com-
mon in aeronautical applications, joins good efficiency and 
contained costs but needs an appropriate monitoring system 
able to detect failure timely and engage adequate corrective 
actions. In literature we can found many different monitor-
ing techniques, characterized by increasing complexity and 
performances; in this work is employed the differential 
position control, a monitoring technique commonly used in 
aeronautical applications. 

3  DIFFERENTIAL POSITION CONTROL 

The asymmetry detection is obtained by comparing the 
electrical signals of position transducers that are placed at 
the ends of the right and left shaft systems. If a difference 
greater than an established limit is measured, and it persists 
for more than a given time, an asymmetry is recognized and 
shutoff commands are provided to the PDU and to the 
wingtip brakes. The affected flap or slat system is thus 
brought to a standstill with a limited asymmetry and it re-
mains inoperative in that condition for the remainder of the 
flight; this asymmetry control technique is used in the large 
majority of flap and slat actuation systems. 
In this case the maximum resulting asymmetry in a failure 
condition is a value that, obviously, depends on several 
factors and in some cases may become large unless appro-
priate asymmetry control techniques are taken. The maxi-
mum asymmetry after a shaft failure mainly depends on the 
following factors: 
• value of the established threshold beyond which the 

position difference between left and right position sen-
sors signals is considered an asymmetry; this threshold 
in turn depends on the position sensors accuracy, back-
lash and stiffness of the shaft system, accuracy errors of 
the associated electronics; 

• asymmetry confirmation time; if an asymmetry is sig-
nalled, it must persist for a certain amount of time to be 
positively confirmed to avoid nuisance system shut-
down; 

• delay travel of the system over the period of time be-
tween asymmetry confirmation and beginning of system 
deceleration as a result of brakes engagement and 
power removal; 

• shutdown travel from power removal to a standstill. 
In order to limit the maximum asymmetry following a shaft 
failure each of the above factors should be minimized. 
However, not much can be done on the delay and shutdown 
travels since they depend on physical factors such as sys 

 
 
tem components inertia and time response of the electrical 
and hydraulic components, which are generally at the 
minimum attainable with today technology. Moreover, the 
delay and shutdown travels make up a low portion of the 
total asymmetry. The asymmetry threshold is a parameter 
that provides a large contribution to the final asymmetry. It 
is generally in the range of 2 to 3% of the full travel to 
avoid nuisance disconnection of the actuation system re-
sulting from an adverse combination of all the components 
errors in normal operating conditions. 
However, since the developing asymmetry, in case of a 
shaft failure, can be in a direction opposite to that of the 
components errors, the actual asymmetry between right and 
left surfaces before an asymmetry is detected is equal, in 
the worst case, to the sum of the threshold plus all the com-
ponents errors and could end up in being 4 to 5% of full 
travel neglecting the other above mentioned effects. In or-
der to reduce this contribution to the final asymmetry, posi-
tion sensors and associated electronics with lower errors 
should be used. Accuracy improvements are possible, but 
they are practical only up to a given limit, beyond which 
the cost effectiveness of the improvement is negative. If the 
final asymmetry after a failure must be maintained within 
tight limits, a differential position and speed control tech-
nique should be used. 

4  DIFFERENTIAL POSITION AND SPEED CONTROL 

This asymmetry control technique is based on detecting the 
differences of both position and speed of the two ends of 
the transmission shafts. If either the position or the speed 
differential exceeds an established threshold for more than 
a given amount of time, than an asymmetry is recognized 
and a system shutdown is performed in the same way as for 
the differential position control technique described in the 
former paragraph. This control technique is faster in detect-
ing rapid developing asymmetries since it recognizes an 
asymmetry as soon as large speed differences come up be-
tween the right and the left ends of the transmission shafts. 
Thus, the system shutdown procedure can be started well 
before the differential position threshold is reached, with a 
resulting lower final asymmetry. The measurement of the 
speed at the end of the transmission shaft can be obtained 
either from dedicated speed sensors (tachometer dynamo) 
or as a result of an algorithm that computes the speed as the 
time derivative of the position measured by the position 
sensor. It must in fact be noted that the positions of the two 
ends of the transmission shafts must always be measured 
and compared with each other to detect asymmetries which 
could develop at a slow rate and thus not be picked up by 
the differential speed control. Each of the two solutions 
(additional speed sensors or time derivation of the position 
measurements) has its own advantages and drawbacks. 
Therefore, this type of control technique supplies a forecast 
of the future differential position, allowing to the monitor 
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ing system faster corrective actions and more contained 
asymmetries. A partially analogous effect can also be ob-
tained by means of a differential position monitoring sys-
tem equipped whit a phase anticipator filter (typically a 
lead-lag filter, able to supply an esteem of the evaluation of 
future differential position).If the final asymmetry, pro-
duced after a failure of flap control system, had to be con-
tained within tightest limits, literature suggest adopting 
alternative, but more complicated, monitoring techniques, 
able to detect the failure and operate opportune corrective 
actions aimed to minimize such asymmetry. An example of 
“active” monitoring technique is the active differential po-
sition and speed control technique [5], which is intended to 
minimize the final asymmetry between right and left flap 
surfaces following a failure by driving the part of the actua-
tion system which is still connected to the power drive unit 
to a standstill in a controlled position. This control tech-
nique provides the advantage of yielding a minimum final 
asymmetry. It can be pursued, however, only if the asym-
metry control is performed by means of a digital controller; 
moreover it creates an additional burden to the computer. 

5  AIMS OF WORK 

Aim of the work is the proposal of modified flap actuation 
system architecture with respect to the typical layout having 
reversible actuators and commanded wing-tip brakes: the 
employment of wing-tip brakes having both electrical or 
hydraulic command and automatic centrifugal engagement. 
So the present work shows the comparison between the 
dynamic behaviours of a traditional flap actuation system, 
equipped with a typical reversible actuators (with wingtip 
brakes) architecture, and an analogous flap actuation sys-
tem, further equipped with the proposed centrifugal brakes 
(one for each wing, assembled between wingtip brake and 
outboard flap or directly integrated into the same wingtip 
brake). Our goal is to show the interesting behaviours of 
the proposed system and suggest a possible alternative so-
lution able to integrate a differential position control system 
(robust and cheap) increasing its performances (reduced 
final asymmetries). 

6  ACTUATION SYSTEM MODELLING 

In order to compare the behaviour of a typical flap actua-
tion system (reversible actuators with wingtip brakes) with 
an equivalent system further equipped with the proposed 
centrifugal brakes, an actuation system was considered, 
typical of those currently used for flaps actuation (Fig. 3). 
The schematic of such actuation system is shown in Fig. 1. 
The system consists of a Power Control and Drive Unit 
(PDU), a shaft system and ballscrew actuators (BS) driving 
the flaps (or slats). Each ballscrew actuator is an assembly 
containing a gear reducer (ZS) and a ballscrew. The two 
torsion bars (CTB) between the PDU and the inboard ac-
tuators are considered to be the weak link in the power  

 
drive system. At the two outer ends of the shaft system are 
located the wingtip brakes (WTB), the position transducers 
(PT) and the speed sensors, if present. The system control 
is performed by an Electronic Control Unit (ECU), not 
shown in Fig. 2, 3 and 4, which closes the position control 
loop. The position information provided by the transducers 
is also used by appropriate monitoring routines to detect 
possible asymmetries between right and left flap (or slat) 
surfaces. The PDU contains the hydraulic motors, the gear 
reducer (ZM) and solenoid, shutoff and control valves. The 
hydromechanical system considered for this work is as-
sumed to also contain tachometers for a continuous actua-
tion speed control. Fig. 1 shows the mechanical model of 
the actuation system. The model takes into account the hy-
draulic and mechanical characteristics of all system com-
ponents, including their friction, stiffness and backlash. In 
particular, the model takes into account the following: 
• Coulomb friction in the PDU (FFM), in the actuators 

(FFS) and in the position transducers (FFPT), 
• stiffness (K1G) and backlash of the torsion bar of the 

right and left shaft systems, 
• errors and temperature effects in the position transduc-

ers and backlash (BLPT) within the position transducers 
drive, 

• errors in the position transducers electronics and in the 
A/D conversion, 

• stiffness (K2G), backlash (BLG) and lead errors of the 
ballscrew actuators, 

• third order electromechanical dynamic model of the 
servovalve with position and speed limitations and 
complete fluid-dynamic model [6], 

• dynamic and fluid-dynamic hydraulic motor and high 
speed gear reducer model taking into account, beside 
the above mentioned Coulomb friction, viscous friction 
and internal leakage. 

It must be pointed out that the stiffness K1G and the back-
lash BLPT are within the system servoloop; the stiffness 
K2G and the backlash BLG are parameters of a system 
branch off the servoloop. The mathematical model takes 
also into account an activation / deactivation logic of the 
flaps hydraulic actuation system. According to this logic, 
when the system is depressurized and an actuation com-
mand is given, exceeding a defined value and persisting for 
more than a defined time, first of all a pressurization com-
mand is performed by means of a solenoid valve - shutoff 
valve assembly, then, following the monitoring of the cor-
rect supply pressure level, the true actuation command is 
given by means of the control valve to the hydraulic motor. 
When the commanded position is reached with an error 
lower than a defined value for more than a defined time a 
shutoff command is given in order to depressurize the hy-
draulic system, so avoiding the continuous oil leakage from 
the supply to the return pressure which affects the pressur-
ized system. 
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7  AIRCRAFT AND AUTOPILOT MODELLING 

In order to assess the amount of perturbations induced on 
the aircraft attitude by the failures of the flap actuation sys-
tem, the lateral-directional dynamics of the aircraft and of 
its autopilot have been simulated. The autopilot control 
laws have been assumed to be of a PID type, which is ade-
quate to approximate the actual autopilot control for the 
purpose of the present work. By measuring the aircraft roll 
angle the autopilot PID controller generates the commands 
to the ailerons and to the rudder. These flight controls have 
in turn been simulated as second order systems with a satu-
ration on their maximum speed and position. The aircraft 
data taken for the simulations are typical of a business jet of 
the Gulfstream IV class. 

8  SIMULATION RESULTS 

The above described models of the actuation system, of the 
aircraft and of the autopilot have been used to build a 
mathematical model of the whole system and a dedicated 
computer code written in Digital Visual Fortran 6.0 has 
been prepared. The computer code contains the models of: 
• the differential position asymmetry monitoring tech-

niques, 
• the wingtip brakes failures monitoring technique, 
• the supply pressure drop monitoring technique. 
Several simulations have been run for the case of a me-
chanical failure of the transmission shaft with a resulting 
asymmetry between right and left surfaces. In the following 
figures DθM is the motor speed, θSL and θSR are the left and 
right flaps positions, θA is the deflection angle of the ailer-
ons and RoA is the aircraft roll angle. Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 
show the simulations results for the cases of deploying 
flaps with reversible actuators in the final part of their 
stroke to the landing position under high values of aerody-
namic loads, that act as opposing to the flap deployment. 
The simulation results shown in Fig. 5 and 7 refer to the 
cases of “traditional” flaps actuation architecture, while in 
Fig. 6 and 8 are illustrated the analogous cases of “im-
proved” flap actuation system equipped with the proposed 
centrifugal brakes. For all these simulations, the transmis-
sion shaft failure occurs at time = 3 [s], while the actuation 
system is running from the initial position XJ0 of 23 [°] to 
the final commanded position Com of 40 [°]. In case of 
opposing loads the part of flap system downstream of the 
failure decelerates under the action of the load and then 
accelerates backward until the asymmetry is recognized and 
the wingtip brake engages providing its braking torque to 
arrest the system. Meanwhile, the other part of the system is 
driven by the PDU until the asymmetry monitoring pro-
vides the shutdown command. The deployment command 
don’t produce an instantaneous response, because all the 
flaps actuation system, initially, is in stand-by condition  
 

 
 
 
(hydraulic system depressurized with wingtip locked and 
aerodynamic surfaces blocked), so a starting delay is neces-
sary to pressurize again the hydraulic lines and verify all 
the items and procedures; this process, typical of the em-
ployed system’s architecture, is clearly found in the phase 
of start of flaps system in all the cases examined from Fig. 
5 to Fig. 13. In Fig. 5 is possible to state immediately as, at 
time ≈ 0.25 [s] when the flaps actuation system is activated 
and ready, begins the flap’s actuation (their positions 
evolve form the initial position XJ0 to the commanded final 
position Com). At time t = 3 [s] the failure of right critical 
torque tube interrupts the mechanical connection between 
PDU and right flap, so this aerodynamic surface and the 
part of transmission downstream the damage, under the 
single action of the opposing aerodynamic forces, deceler-
ates very fast and then accelerates backward until the 
asymmetry is recognized and the wingtip brake engages 
providing its braking torque to arrest the system. The con-
trol system, by means of dedicated position sensors located 
to the tip of the transmission lines (see Fig. 1), computes 
the relative position error θSL - θSR and, when it exceeds a 
tolerance limit, declares damage and assets the opportune 
emergency procedures. The curves θA and RoA show the 
effects of the asymmetry monitoring techniques on the air-
craft attitude. It can be seen that the roll angle RoA in-
creases as the asymmetry develops; at the same time the 
autopilot generates a command to the ailerons to realign the 
aircraft; this take place through a dynamic response which 
includes a dutch roll component. In the case examined in 
Fig. 5, in which the aerodynamic load (only depending on 
the flap’s deflection because, in this case, have assumed 
null the term of constant load TRLC and TRRC) plays a 
limited role in total dynamic of the system, the control sys-
tem equipped with differential position monitoring is able 
to detects failure and stops timely the surfaces intrinsically 
assuring the airplane’s roll control. Fig. 6 shows the system 
response in the same loading and failure conditions and 
employing the same type of monitoring technique but, dif-
ferently from the previous case, the now examined flap 
actuation architecture is equipped with the proposed cen-
trifugal brakes (concrete proposal since these items could 
easily be integrated in the wingtip brakes without meant 
system problems or huge structural modifications). At the 
start the dynamic behaviour is the same one above exam-
ined, but the effects of the failure are visibly different; the 
final value of the relative position error Err = θSL - θSR is 
lower (in this case the error Err is worth 3,2 [°] while the 
corresponding system unequipped with centrifugal brakes 
produces instead an error of approximately 8,9 [°]) and, 
consequently, the roll oscillations as well as the ailerons 
deflection angle are reduced (if compared with the corre-
sponding values of Fig.5). The reduction of the asymmetry 
error is a consequence of the dynamic behaviour of the  
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proposal flap actuation architecture equipped with centrifu-
gal brakes; in fact, for values of speed greater than a pre-
fixed limit, this brakes supply a breaking couples strongly 
increasing with its angular speed. Therefore this system 
limits the maximum speed rate developed by the mechani-
cal system downstream a failure and, consequently, slows 
down the asymmetry rate and increases the performance of 
the proposed architecture. Regarding the previous case 
(Fig.5), we notice as the final position of both the flap, in 
the simulation of Fig. 6, turns out increasing; also this as-
pect can be explained with the role played to the centrifugal 
brakes; in fact, in case of damage, the flaps actuation sys-
tem, under the action of the high aerodynamic loads, would 
stretch to accelerate quickly developing high angular rate; 
limiting the maximum angular rate of the mechanical sys-
tem, the position asymmetry develops in a longer time and 
so, when the warning limit is exceeded, the flap position 
error is smaller and the final position of aerodynamic sur-
faces is increased. Figures 7 and 8 show the simulation 
performed for the case of deploying flaps in the final part 
of their stroke to the landing position under the maximum 
opposing loads; too the failure of the transmission shaft 
occurs at time = 4 [s], while the actuation system is running 
in a steady condition, following the system’s activation 
time. This kind of operational conditions, characterized by 
higher aerodynamic loads, are extremely severe for the me-
chanical flaps actuation devices (in consequence of the high 
structural stress) especially because typical of the high in-
cidence configuration (like take-off and landing); in fact, in 
these flight attitude conditions, a torque tube failure may 
represent a critical event with possible catastrophic conse-
quences. In this case the downstream failure transmission’s 
section asymmetry error, aided from the elevated loads, 
grows so quickly that, when the monitoring system stops all 
the aerodynamic surfaces, the autopilot is no longer able to 
balance (with an opportune antisymmetric ailerons deflec-
tion) the roll moment caused by the flap’s asymmetry. Fig. 
7 shows as an asymmetry error Err = θSL - θSR of approxi-
mately 16 [°] saturates the autopilot’s roll control (in fact 
the ailerons reach their ends of travel) generating an uncon-
trolled airplane’s roll rate DRoA clearly put in evidence by 
the response of the aircraft roll angle RoA (with an Err ≈ 16 
[°] we find a DRoA ≈ 2 [°/s]). Although the differential 
position asymmetry monitoring technique is generally used 
and considered sufficient to maintain the aircraft control 
after a failure, the results of Fig. 7 clearly indicate that a 
careful analysis should be conducted to verify whether the 
margins of safety are not becoming too small under a com-
bination of adverse conditions. In such case adoption of the 
“improved” flap actuation system, equipped with the pro-
posed centrifugal brakes, should strongly be considered for 
improving the aircraft handling after a flap transmission 
shaft failure. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 8 shows the system response in the same command, 
loading and failure conditions considered in Fig. 7, but, 
differently from the previous case, it is referred to the flap 
actuation architecture equipped with the proposed centrifu-
gal brakes; this system overcomes the limitations related to 
the previous one, in fact the connected smaller asymmetries 
avoid ailerons deflection saturation and, as a consequence, 
autopilot and ailerons are able to perform an efficient atti 
 
 
tude control. The reasons of the merits of the centrifugal 
brake solution concern the reduced angular rate of the 
failed portion of the system under high aerodynamic loads, 
thus reducing the final flap asymmetry, so preventing safety 
critical flight conditions. Figures 9,10, 11 12 and 13 show 
the simulations performed for the case of retracting flaps 
with different aiding loads; in these simulations too the 
failure of the transmission shaft occurs at time = 0.4 s, 
while the actuation system is running in a steady condition, 
following the system’s activation time. Since these simula-
tions have been run for large aiding loads cases, the portion 
of the shaft system downstream of the failure accelerates 
rapidly under the action of the loads with a resulting 
asymmetry until the system shutdown occurs. As for the 
case of large opposing loads of Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 the 
employment of the proposed architecture equipped with 
centrifugal brakes provides a lower angular rate of the 
failed subsystem and a following smaller final asymmetry 
with a resulting lower attitude misalignment of the aircraft. 
Particularly the cases shown in Figures 11, 12 and 13, all 
characterized by high aerodynamic loads, put in evidence 
that the centrifugal brakes architecture (Fig. 12 and 13) 
improves the system response, so producing smaller asym-
metries and maintaining the autopilot/ailerons ability to 
control the aircraft attitude. Fig. 9 shows the response of 
the conventional flap actuation system (without centrifugal 
brakes) in small angle of attack flight conditions (aerody-
namic loads proportional to the flap deflection). The time 
history of the flap angular position θSR, since the failure 
onset till to the complete system stop, puts in evidence the 
sudden slope growth of the curve, representing the high 
angular rate of the failed mechanical transmission. 
The comparison between the system responses reported in 
Fig. 9 and 10 shows the effect of the proposed centrifugal 
brakes (Fig. 10), improving the system behaviour in terms 
of final asymmetry reduction (in this case the asymmetry 
Err = θSL - θSR is close to 2 [°] instead of 8 [°] of the con-
ventional architecture) although allowing a greater flaps 
travel (in retraction mode) since the failure time till to the 
complete stop (the reduced asymmetry growth rate delays 
the failure confirmation and the following start of the shut-
down procedure. Figures 11 and 12 analyse the flap retrac-
tion in the event of high angle of attack involving higher  
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aiding aerodynamic loads. Fig. 11 shows the behaviour of 
the conventional architecture: large asymmetries are the 
consequence of an uncontrolled high rate of the system 
portion downstream the failure point (especially if com-
pared with the corresponding values shown in Figures 12 or 
13): it results in the inability of the autopilot and aileron 
system to prevent uncontrolled roll rates and related flight 
safety critical conditions. Fig. 12 analyse the response of 
the proposed unconventional architecture, equipped with 
centrifugal brakes: it overcomes all the problems of asym-
metries eventually exceeding a safety limit, assuring the 
effective and fast autopilot/aileron ability to prevent uncon-
trolled aircraft roll rates (limited and quickly damped 
roll/yaw oscillations). Fig. 13 shows the system response 
characteristics as a function of the centrifugal brakes per 

 
 
formance; in fact, increasing the braking torque developed 
by this device in the same angular rate conditions, a re-
duced asymmetry following the transmission failure is per-
formed. 
Moreover, the employment of centrifugal brakes character-
ized by greater braking torque growth as a function of the 
shaft angular rate, enhances the flap travel (and the conse-
quent average retraction), since the failure occurs till to the 
complete standstill condition is reached. This may be con-
sidered as a shortcoming: so, an appropriate design of the 
system requires the selection of the correct type of centrifu-
gal brake, aiming at the prevention of both critical asymme-
tries and unacceptable growth of the system stop-travel in 
retracting conditions. 
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Figure 5 
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9  CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the present work show the high sensitivity of 
the aircraft controllability to the flap system behaviour fol-
lowing a shaft failure involving asymmetries. 
The simulations reported in figures 5 to 13 refer to the case 
of asymmetries of the flaps because they are more critical 
than the asymmetries of the slats; however similar results, 
thought less critical, can be obtained if a mechanical failure 
of the slat transmission shaft system is considered. 
It has been shown that the aircraft control during the tran-
sient of the developing flaps asymmetry and in the follow-
ing asymmetric flaps condition can be greatly improved if 
the actuation system is equipped by the proposed centrifu-
gal brakes. 
This type of architecture significantly reduces the flap 
asymmetries following a shaft failure, particularly in high 
load conditions (without undesirable marked growth of 
constructive complexity), increasing the aircraft controlla-
bility and preventing safety critical flight conditions. 
 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

BLG   Ballscrew actuator backlash 
BLPT   Position transducer backlash 
BS   Ballscrew actuator 
BSN   Ballscrew actuator with built-in  

irreversibility brake 
CTT   Critical torsion tube 
DThSL   Left flap angular rate 
DThM   Motor angular rate 
FFM   Motor Coulomb friction torque 
FFPT   Position transducer Coulomb friction  

torque 
FFS  Surface-actuator Coulomb friction torque 
K1G   Torsion bar stiffness 
K2G   Ballscrew actuator stiffness 
PDU   Power Drive Unit 
PSV   Servovalve supply pressure 
PT   Position transducer 
RoA   Aircraft roll angle 
ThA   Angle of command for the ailerons 
ThSL   Left flap position 
ThSR   Right flap position 
WTB   Wingtip brake 
ZM   Motor gear reducer 
ZS   Actuator gear reducer 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper deals with the methodology of using biorobotics principles for creating a new 
intelligent system, to improve safety in an automobile transportation. Many projects in 
European Union programs are devoted to the increase of safety in automotive, in order to 
reduce deaths and accidents down to 50% in the next few years. The project here presented, 
named PSYCAR (feasibility analysis on a car control system by psychic-physical parameters), 
aims at a new driving system, where the steering wheel is inserted in an architecture of 
intelligent sensors, able to monitor the psychophysical state of the driver, in order to avoid 
accidents due to sleep attacks and microsleeps. All the indications will come from the steering 
wheel, where the hands and the finger actuate a great part of the car control. Main goal of the 
research is to define the right parameters for driver’s psycho-physical status monitoring during 
simulated tests. The heart of this paper is the application of multivariate statistics methods for 
evaluating the correlations between the physiological parameters acquired (EEG, galvanic skin 
response or resistance, peripheral temperature and heart rate variability). 

Keywords: biorobotics, microsleep, physiological parameters, safety in automotive, statistics 

 
 

1  INTRODUCTION 

PSYCAR project, funded by European Union (EU) in a 
Regional plan, starting from Lombardy Italian Region and 
Austrian Region, is one of the projects aiming to the 
determination of the correct psycho-physical parameters to 
be monitored in the driver and car system to increase 
safety. The methodology presented in this paper is 
innovative for the field of automotive safety, because all 
the driver’s physiological parameters are acquired using 
sensors on the steering wheel and on the safety belt, which 
are continuously in contact with the driver’s body. The 
driver does not have to do anything in particular or, in any 
mode, different from what he is used to do when entering 
and driving his/her vehicle. 
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Drivers’ fatigue has been implicated as one of the causal 
factor in many accidents because of the marked decline in 
the drivers’ abilities of perception, recognition and vehicle 
control abilities while sleepy [1-5]. Driving under the 
influences of drowsiness will cause: 1) longer reaction 
time, which may lead to higher risk of crash, particularly at 
high speeds; 2) vigilance reduction including non-
responses or delaying responding where performance on 
attention-demanding tasks declines with drowsiness; 3) 
deficits in information processing, which may reduce the 
accuracy and correctness in decision-making. Many factors 
can cause drowsiness or fatigue in driving including lack of 
sleep, long driving hours, use of sedating medications, 
consumption of alcohol and some driving patterns such as 
driving at midnight, early morning, midafternoon hours, 
and especially in a monotonous driving environment [6]. 
Accurate and non intrusive real-time monitoring of driver’s 
drowsiness would be highly desirable, particularly if this 
measure could be further used to predict changes in driver’s 
performance capacity. 
Two major categories of methods have been proposed to 
detect drowsiness in the past few years: one focuses on 
detecting physical changes during drowsiness by image 
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processing techniques, such as average of eye-closure 
speed, percentage of eye-closure over time, eye tracking as 
quantization of drowsiness level and driver’s head 
movements. These image-processing based methods use 
optical sensors or video cameras to detect eye-activity 
changes in drowsiness and can achieve a satisfactory 
recognition rate (i.e. Mecedes-Benz studies [7]). The other 
methods, followed in the PSYCAR project, are about the 
measure of driver’s physiological changes, such as Heart-
Rate Variability (HRV), Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), 
peripheral Temperature (THE) and electroencephalogram 
(EEG), as a means of detecting the human cognitive states 
[8-11]. 

2  SIMULATOR SYSTEM 

A simulator system has been developed at the Robotics 
Lab. of the Politecnico of Milan. The system consists of 1) 
a computer games steering wheel (Logitech Momo) with 
pedals and brake, 2) a simulated highway projected in front 
of the driver, giving him the impression of actually driving, 
3) the driving cabin simulator mounted on a 6-DOF 
dynamic Stewart motion platform (developed at Keplero 
University of Linz) and 4) the EEG measurement system 
(Figure. 1). On the right hand, GSR, HRV and THE sensors 
are placed in order to measure these driver’s parameters 
and to reduce movement artefacts. 

 

 
Figure 1  Simulator System. 

 

2.1  GSR, THE AND HRV SENSORS 
According to previous study [12], GSR was measured 
using 30mm² non polarizable Ag/AgCl electrodes placed 
on the median and the ring finger of the right hand with 
adhesive tape. Typical GSR values fell in the range [150; 
300] kΩ. For the HRV measure a photoplethysmographic 
sensor was placed on the forefinger (Figure 2). From the 
HRV measured, the R-R form and the beats per minutes 
(BTS) are calculated. 
 

 
Figure 2  GSR and HRV placement on the right hand. 

 

2.2  EEG RECORDING 
EEG recording (Embla S7000 and Somnologica Software – 
Embla - Broomfield, CO - USA) was performed using 
standard procedures and scored manually in a 30-seconds 
epoch according to Rechtschaffen and Kales’ criteria [13]. 
The equipment provided simultaneous measurements of 
EEGs (C3-A2; C4-A1; O1-A2; O2-A1), EOGs, submental 
EMG, EKG, airflow by nasal cannula, thoracic and 
abdominal respirogram by means of a plethysmographic 
method (X-trace, Embla - Broomfield, CO - USA), SaO2 by 
means of a pulse-oximeter. 
Microsleeps (MS) were scored as follows [14]: a period of 
at least 3s with a ϑ (4–7 Hz) rhythm replacing a α rhythm 
or appearing on a background of desynchronized EEG on 
all four EEG channels, and without eye-blinking artefacts. 
Slow eye movements were accepted [15]. The presence of 
α rhythm was considered as wakefulness, and thus 
excluded microsleep. No maximal length was defined for 
microsleep, so that it could evolve into established sleep if 
it lasted long enough.  
All the recordings were separately analyzed by two expert 
technicians individually and independently, and finally 
reviewed by the physician. 

2.3  TEST PROTOCOL 
All subjects executed one or more 30min driving 
simulation. Before starting the data acquisition, a 
psychological questionnaire about general sleep/wake 
habits is completed, on which also date, time and 
environmental conditions are written. The car at the start of 
every simulation session is always positioned at the same 
point of the virtual highway.  Each subject, before driving 
for the first time is also trained to use the simulator and to 
always follow the same pre-defined route for 5min. At the 
same time all sensors are calibrated. 
After these initial procedures, the driver starts the 
simulation and the data acquisition is also initialized. 
During the procedure and in pre-defined times, that the 
subject does not know, an obstacle appears on the screen 
and the driver has to brake immediately. In this way, 
his/her reaction time is measured and stored among all the 
other parameters acquired (these data will be used in next 
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studies). This response time along with the data from the 
polysomnography signals [16, 17] will determine driver 
attention level. The simulations are always made in dark 
and noiseless conditions in order for the person to have 
much more possibilities to fall asleep. 

2.4  SUBJECTS 
25 subjects (22 men and 3 woman; age range, 24 to 47; 
mean age 35[±5] years), with not particular pathologies, 
were studied during the execution of one or more 30min 
driving simulation. 
These healthy subjects had no clinical evidence of snoring 
or sleep apnoeas and no complaint of excessive daytime 
sleepiness (EDS). They were recruited between students of 
the Robotics Course (Politecnico of Milan) and the medical 
team of the Sleep Room (Fondazione Maugeri of 
Montescano (PV)). Informed consent and a preliminary 
psychological questionnaire were obtained from all 
subjects, and the study was also approved by the hospital 
ethics committee. For the statistical study subjects were 
divided into 2 groups: one containing subjects who had MS 
during the driving simulation and the other group the 
subjects without MS appearance. MS appearance was 
determined from the EEG. 

3  MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS 

The purpose of the statistical analysis is to find a relation 
between all the measured parameters and the driver’s 
attention and vigilance decrease. The index of the driver’s 
attention is measured by studying the EEG signals and 
microsleeps. In addition to these, another very important 
parameter that determines driver attention is the reaction 
time to the appearing obstacles (study not reported in this 
paper). 
The stored data are statistically analyzed using MATLAB 
(version 7, revision 14): the observed phenomena are not 
linear and so a standard linear analysis is not adequate. So 
multivariate analysis is used in order to identify categories 
of input variable related to a certain controllable output 
index. Different analysis methods are used to determine all 
the necessary statistical parameters: the first analysis is 
based on simple mean value and standard deviation for 
each signal acquired and for each group. In addition, 
covariance and cross-correlation matrixes are calculated to 
determine a possible correlation of one acquired parameter 
to another, but also to correlate all the acquired parameters 
with the driver’s safety index, derived from the 
polysomnographical data. Furthermore, a cluster analysis is 
made, following the hierarchical and the K-means methods, 
in order to investigate grouping in the data. 
Studying the results of all the above statistical multivariate 
analysis methods, the upgrade of the already existing fuzzy 
logic controller may be possible in further works. 

3.1  MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
The simulator system proposed and discussed in this paper 
is used in a daily basis in order to acquire enough data to 

adequately support the statistical analysis. Some 
preliminary observations can already be done. By 
observing the data acquired during simulations made with 
persons that slept during the night before as usual, some 
interesting facts on the GSR parameter can be noticed [18]: 
the more difficult the driving conditions, the lower the GSR 
values. The GSR is inversely proportional to the 
perspiration and so this result means that the driver skin’s 
perspiration is higher when the driving conditions are 
difficult (curved circuit, fast car speed). 
This also means that the driver is more vigilant when the 
simulation conditions are difficult, because of the fact that 
the skin’s perspiration is inversely proportional to the 
person’s relaxation. Examined from another point of view, 
the lower the GSR value, and the more vigilant the driver 
is. 
However considering subjects divided into MS/no MS 
groups (13/12), GSR and HRV (also RR and BTS) seem to 
not vary very much as shown in Table I, II and Figure 3, 4. 
The boxplots have lines at the lower quartile, median, and 
upper quartile values. The whiskers are lines extending 
from each end of the boxes to show the extent of the rest of 
the data. Outliers are data with values beyond the ends of 
the whiskers. 
 

TABLE I - Mean and SD of GSR values 

GSR  mean  [Ω x105]  standard deviation [Ω x105] 

MS 2,31 0,85 

No MS 2,33 0,49 
 

TABLE II - Mean and SD of HRV values 

HRV Mean [ms] standard deviation [ms] 

MS 1,48 0,24 

No MS 1,47 0,17 
 

 
Figure 3  GSR boxplots. 
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Figure 4  HRV boxplots. 

 
An important observation is that the mean value of the 
driver’s THE is generally higher when he/she has MS 
during the simulation (Table III, Figure. 5): the lower THE 
indicates that no MS subjects are more vigilant and 
reactive, due maybe also a greater vasoconstriction. 
 

 
Figure 5  THE boxplots. 

 

TABLE III - Mean and SD of THE values 

THE Mean [°C] standard deviation [°C] 

MS 40,66 0,16 

No MS 38,15 0,34 

 
The previous analysis is not good enough to understand the 
correlations between the variables acquired during the 
simulations. 
 
 
 

 

3.2  CORRELATION BETWEEN PARAMETERS 
The hypostasis about the parameters correlation brings to 
the Multivariate Analysis. In easy situations, in which data 
are about one parameter for each person of the champion 
chest, mean and variance give simple information on the 
gravity centre and the dispersion of the observed values 
[19]. When there are 2 parameters, supplementary 
information is given by the covariance or the correlation 
coefficient that measures the parameters dependence. There 
are also complex situations, like this case, in which more 
than 2 parameters have to be considered for each subject: 
it’s difficult find the dependences between parameters and 
plot data. The covariance matrix of the variables X(1), ... , 
X(P) is the pxp matrix with the variance of the single 
variables on the diagonal and the covariance between the 
variables X(i) and X(j) for i≠j. In the same way the 
correlation matrix (Table 4) has the correlation coefficient 
between the variables X(i) and X(j) for i≠j outside the 
diagonal. If the unit of one variable changes, its weight in 
the final results will be modified: in order to avoid the scale 
effects, it’s better to analyse data normalised (centred and 
reduced). In particular if xi is the mean of the i variable and 
σi

2  is the variance, then the new variable is (1): 

i

ihi
hi

xxy
σ
−

=
 

(1)

The correlation matrixes for each group are here reported 
(Table 4 and 5): 

 

Table IV - Correlation matrix for the MS group. 

 BTS GSR HRV RR THE 

BTS 1 -0,20 -0,00 -0,27 0,40 

GSR -0,20 1 -0,01 0,66 -0,80 

HRV -0,00 -0,01 1 0,00 -0,00 

RR -0,27 0,66 0,00 1 -0,62 

THE 0,40 -0,80 -0,00 -0,62 1 
 
 

Table V - Correlation matrix for the no MS group 

 BTS GSR HRV RR THE 

BTS 1 -0,13 0,00 -0,14 -0,67 

GSR -0,13 1 -0,00 0,48 0,01 

HRV 0,00 -0,01 1 -0,00 -0,00 

RR -0,14 0,48 -0,00 1 -0,06 

THE -0,67 0,01 -0,00 -0,06 1 
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From tables IV and V we can notice that there is a high 
negative correlation between GSR and THE (about 80%) 
for the no MS group: this indicates a strong inverse 
relationship between these parameters. BTS and THE are 
directly correlated in the MS group (about 40%), while are 
inversely correlated in the other (about 67%). This 
information will be very useful for the fuzzy logic 
controller activation. The  GSR and RR are positive 
correlated for each group. Besides HRV seems not to be 
correlated with other parameters.  
Using this information with the others from previous 
studies [18], the rules for an upgrade of the already existent 
fuzzy logic controller can be written. 
 

3.3  PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS (PCA) 
PCA was then used in order to reduce data complexity: the 
data projection is good when the dispersion of the points, is 
the greatest [20] that is when the variance of the points 
belonging to the real champion chest is the greatest. From 
the observation of the variance explained, it’s assumed that 
more than 90% of information belongs to the III principal 
components and so, for further analysis, only 3 components 
are considered. In this way the redundancy are eliminated 
and the complexity is reduced. 
Two different clustering methods, Hierarchical and K-
Means methods are then applied to data from PCA, in order 
to find grouping in all subjects data related to MS 
appearance. 
 

3.4  HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING 
Hierarchical clustering is a way to investigate grouping in 
the subjects’ data, simultaneously over a variety of scales, 
by creating a cluster tree (Figure 6) that is not a single set 
of clusters, but rather a multi-level hierarchy, where 
clusters at one level are joined as clusters at the next higher 
level. This allows deciding what level or scale of clustering 
is most appropriate in the application. 
In order to have a better tree, the distances between the 
links are calculated minimizing the distance typology 
“correlation”. It’s possible to verify it using the Cophenet 
index: the better the approximation, the greater the index is: 
in this case c=0,9646. The Hierarchical method found two 
clusters where subjects are divided according to the MS 
appearance with about 67% of goodness. 
 

3.5  K-MEANS CLUSTERING 
K-means clustering can best be described as a partitioning 
method. That is the function k-means partitions the 
observations in the data into K mutually exclusive clusters 
and returns an indices vector, indicating to which of the k 
clusters it has assigned each observation. Unlike the 
hierarchical clustering method, k-means does not create a 
tree structure to describe the groupings in the data, but 
rather creates a single level of clusters. Another difference 
is that K-means clustering uses the actual observations of 
objects or individuals in the data and not just their 

proximities. These differences often mean that k-means is 
more suitable for clustering large amounts of data. k-means 
treats each observation in the data as an object having a 
location in space and it finds a partition in which objects 
within each cluster are as close to each other as possible, 
and as far from objects in other clusters as possible.  Each 
cluster in the partition is defined by its member objects and 
by its centroid, or center, the point to which the sum of 
distances from all objects in that cluster is minimized 
(Figure 7). k-means computes cluster centroids differently 
for each distance measure, to minimize the sum with 
respect to the measure specified. 
From Figure 7 we can immediately observe that in 1 cluster 
there are only 3 subjects. Maybe this result is due to the 
small champion chest considered in this study and so the 
results of the Hierarchical clustering are the only 
considerate in further analysis. 
 

 
Figure 6  The numbers along the horizontal axis represent 

the subjects in the original data set. The links between 
objects are represented as upside down U-shaped lines: the 
height of the U indicates the distance between the objects. 

 
 

 
Figure 7  K-Means clustering 
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3.6  HIERARCHICAL CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Classification results can be summarized in the confusion 
matrix. In this matrix the rows represent the real classes, 
i.e. classes with data of the training set, while the columns 
are the classes assigned to the objects after the application 
of the classification technique (i. e. hierarchical clustering, 
see Table VI). So the numbers outside the diagonal are 
objects that, as well they belong to a class, are erroneously 
assigned to another. 
 

Table VI - Confusion matrix 

FITTING 

CLASS MS' No MS' tot 

M 6 3 9 

n 8 6 14 

Tot 14 9 23 
 
 
The parameter that simply summarizes the result of a 
classification is the error rate, ER% [20] defined as (2): 

1001%
n

c
ER g

gg∑
−=

 

(2)

where cgg are the elements on the confusion matrix 
diagonal. 
The sensibility of a class is the percent ratio between the 
objects assigned to that class cgg and the total number of 
objects belonging to the same class ng (3): 

100⋅=
g

gg
g n

c
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(3)

The sensibility defines the ability of a class of representing 
the objects of that class. The specificity of a class is the 
percent ratio between the object of the considered class 
assigned to the class g’ and the total objects assigned to that 
class ng’  (4): 

100
'
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(4)

It defines the ability of a class to isolate objects of that class 
from the other classes, (i.e. the degree of purity). Another 
index of diversity is the Gini’s one, defined like this (5): 

∑
≠

⋅=
'

'..
kk

kk ppIG
 

(5)

where pk is the probability of the k event and the 
summation runs on the products between couple of 
different events. This index gives the impurity quantity of a 
group.  
All these parameters are collected for evaluating the fitting 
goodness (Table VII): 
 
 
 

Table VII Parameters for the classification 

Gini indexreal ERfitt Snfitt  Spfitt Gini indexfitt

23,82% 66,67% 47,83% 42,86% 90,70% 
 
 
The Snfitt indicates a better class representation than the 
specificity Spfitt. The Gini’s index related to the initial 
value, gives the following decrease of impurity. 
These parameters show that the Hierarchical method can be 
used as a classifier in our work with about a 40% of 
goodness. 

4  CONCLUSION 

The already developed simulation system along with the 
well defined protocol also presented earlier in this paper is 
being used to acquire data for the statistical analysis and the 
fuzzy controller set-up. The final results of the research will 
be presented after the validation of the system. 
The methodology discussed and proposed is innovative for 
the field of safety in automotive, because it aims to acquire 
and use the information derived from a set of non wearable 
sensor in contact with he driver. Nevertheless, the 
experience acquired by these simulation procedures will be 
used to set up the final simulator system. 
Further studies will be about the spectral EEG and HRV 
analysis, the reaction times and the circadian rhythms 
influence. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper we have proposed a kinematic analysis for four circular-arc cams with profile 
design purposes. In particular, an algebraic formulation has been used as a function of 
geometrical parameters and cam profile characteristics. Numerical examples have been 
reported to prove the soundness of the deduced algorithm and to investigate on practical 
feasibility of the obtained design. Displacement, velocity and acceleration diagrams have been 
deduced for a synthesized cam profile by using equivalent slider-crank mechanisms in order to 
propose also a fairly simple procedure for testing cam profiles through a low-cost test-bed. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Cam-follower systems are largely employed as mechanical 
transmissions because they are compact, well working and 
resistant devices. Cams are one of the first choice of many 
designers for motion control where high precision, 
repeatability, and long life are required. A cam is specially 
shaped piece of metal or other material which is used to 
transmit a desired motion to another mechanical element by 
direct surface contact. Usually, a cam mechanism is 
composed by three basic parts, such as: a cam which is the 
driving member; a follower which is the transmitting 
member; and a fixed frame, [1]. Cam mechanisms can be 
very cheap and simple. They have few moving parts and 
can be built even with very small size, as reported for 
example in [2-9]. In particular, cam mechanisms are widely 
used also in timing mechanisms, clocks, instrument of 
mechanical music, automatons, music boxes, lever locks, 
payload machines, climbing protection systems, [3-9]. In 
addition, all automotive engine depend on cams for their 
proper valve function. 
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Therefore, cams are used extensively in vehicles and 
machinery of all types [1, 2] such as screw machines, 
spring, winders, assembly machines, textile machinery, 
cutting and forming presses, printing press, internal 
combustion machine, fast manufacturing equipment and 
mechanical calculators, [2, 10-16]. 
In general, the main design phase for a cam transmission 
consists in defining a suitable cam profile that can provide 
the prescribed displacement diagram of the follower. The 
traditional approach to design cam profiles is based on a 
limited set of functions for a parabolic, harmonic, cycloidal, 
trapezoidal, polynomial profiles, [2, 10, 15-18] and their 
combinations [16]. Usually the profiles are obtained by 
graphical and/or analytical methods as in [19-22] or by 
software methods as in [1, 23, 24]. 
In this paper we have addressed attention to specific cam 
profiles, which are called circular-arc cams, [1, 2, 12, 13]. 
These profiles are composed of a collection of circular-arcs 
that smoothly connect the base circle with the maximum 
rise circle. The use of circular-arc profiles cannot provide a 
cam with any prescribed displacement diagram but can 
provide a cam that reaches the prescribed lift. The main 
disadvantage of circular-arc profiles is that sudden changes 
can occur in the acceleration of the follower at the points 
where arcs of different radii are joined, [2]. Nevertheless, 
recently new attention has been addressed to circular-arc 
cams by using descriptive viewpoint [25], and for design 
purposes, [19, 26, 27, 29, 30], since they may show 
interesting characteristics for practical application. 
Circular-arc cams can be easily machined and can be used 
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in low-speed applications [13]. They remain attractive 
because of easy of accurate manufacture and checking. 
Also, the use of circular arcs avoid the problem of negative 
radius which is happen frequently in polynomial design; in 
terms of curvature considerations, the radius at every point 
on the profile is well known, [1, 2, 11, 12, 15, 16]. In 
addition, circular-arc cams could be used for micro-
mechanisms and nano-mechanisms  since very small 
manufacturing can be properly obtained by using 
elementary geometry, [3-9]. 
However, a limited number of circular-arcs are usually 
advisable so that design, construction and operation of 
those cam transmissions can be not very complicate and 
they can become an interesting compromise for simplicity 
and economic characteristics that are the basic advantages 
of circular-arc cams [12]. 
At LARM: Laboratory of Robotics and Mechatronics in 
Cassino a specific line of research, even with teaching 
purposes as outlined by master thesis, [31-33], has been 
devoted to the study of circular-arc cams with the aim to 
develop modern computer-oriented algorithms both for 
analysis and synthesis purposes. Thus, starting from two 
circular-arc cams a formulation has been deduced from a 
suitable geometrical model and by using the concept of 
equivalent mechanisms for high pairs, [28, 34]. 
Successively, an extension has been proposed for the case 
of three circular-arc cams, [29, 35, 36]. A preliminary 
experimentally results of using four circular-arc cams have 
been reported in [38]. From the numerical analysis 
viewpoint it has been possible also to advise a design for a 
suitable low-cost easy-operation test-bed for cams. It has 
been useful not only to experimentally check the numerical 
results of proposed formulation but also to investigate more 
on the kinematic and dynamic behavior of cam 
transmissions, [39-46]. This activity concerning to: 
formulating a kinematic design problem for cam profiles in 
computer-oriented algorithms; deriving an experimental 
procedure for fairly simple identification of curvature in 
cam profiles, [47]. 
In this paper, we have focused on four circular-arc cams by 
taking into considerations on geometrical design 
parameters. In particular, an analytical formulation has been 
proposed for four circular-arc cams by using a formulation 
of two circular-arc cams as a first attempt of a 
generalization to cam profiles with high number of circular 
arcs. Consequently, the circular-arc cams can be used to 
design approximate polynomial cams when a suitable large 
number of circular arcs are designed in the cam profile. 
In addition, slider-crank equivalent mechanisms have been 
considered for an easy computation of displacement, 
velocity and acceleration of the follower during operation, 
since the change of curvature at joining points between two 
consecutive arcs gives a sudden change of acceleration that 
has been recognized as a peculiar characteristics, [2,16]. 
However, the kinematic analysis has been useful to develop 
an experimental procedure that easily check the cam 
profiles. 

An experimental test-bed has been built at Laboratory of 
Robotics and Mechatronics in Cassino in order to validate 
the numerical results and characterize the cam profile 
experimentally. 

2  TWO CIRCULAR-ARC CAMS 

In Fig.1 schemes are reported for two circular-arc cam 
profile, Fig.1a) and its characteristic loci, Fig.1b). 
Referring to the scheme of Fig. 1a), a cam profile can be 
seen as composed by: a rise segment, a dwell arc, a return 
segment, an action angle, and a base circle. In particular, 
the rise segment is a portion of the cam profile, which is 
related to the rise angle αr, where the motion of the 
follower is away of the cam center. The dwell arc is related 
to the dwell angle αd, during which the follower is at the 
maximum rise named as lift h. The return segment is a 
return portion with angle αr*, in which the motion of the 
follower is directed to the cam center, [4]. The action angle 
αa=αr+αd+αr* is the total angle for the motion of the 
follower with respect to the cam center O. The base circle 
with radius ρ0 is the smallest circle centered on the cam 
rotation axis; and ρ is the radius of the roller follower. 
Usually, a cam profile shows a symmetrical design with 
αr=αr*, as shown in Fig.1a). 
In addition, referring to Fig.1b) with respect to the 
reference frame OXY, the profile of a cam is defined by: 
the base circle Γ0 with radius ρ0, which is centred in point 
C0=O; the first circle Γ1 with radius ρ1, which is centred in 
point C1; the second circle Γ2 with radius ρ2, which is 
centred in point C2; the third circle Γ3 with radius (ρ0+h), 
which is centred in point C3. 
Referring to Figs.1a) and b), characteristic points of cam 
profile can be identified as point A (xA; yA), which is the 
point joining Γ0 with Γ1; B (xB; yB), which is the point 
joining Γ1 with Γ2; C (xC; yC), which is the point joining Γ2 
with Γ3. x, y are the Cartesian co-ordinates of a general 
point with respect to reference OXY; the co-ordinates of a 
specific point are indicated with subscript letter of the 
point. 
Design conditions on characteristic loci can be expressed 
by using circles Γi (i= 1, 2, 3). 
In a previous papers [34, 40] an analytical description has 
been presented for the case of design parameters αr, αd, αr*, 
h, ρ0, ρ2 and co-ordinates of center point C2, and profile 
points A and C are given, it is possible to determine the co-
ordinates of points C1, C2 and B. In particular, when αa is 
assumed to be equal to 180 deg., the co-ordinate xA is equal 
to zero since also x1 is equal to zero. A suitable system of 
algebraic equations can be deuced in order to obtain the co- 
ordinates of points C1, C2 and B by means of the following 
conditions: 
• the first circle Γ1 passing across points A and B can be 

written as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2

1A
2

1A
2

1B
2

1B yyxxyyxx −+−=−+−  (1)
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• the second circle Γ2 passing across points B and C can 
be expressed as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
2C

2
2C

2
2B

2
2B yyxxyyxx −+−=−+−  (2)

 
• coincident tangents to Γ1 and Γ2 at the point B can be 

described as 
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When the condition x1=xA=0 is assumed, Eqs. (1) to (3) can 
be grouped as 
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Figure 1: Kinematic schemes for two circular-arc cams with 
roller-followers: a) profile; b) characteristic loci. 

 

Thus, the co-ordinates of the significative points of two 
circular-arc cam C1, C2 and B are obtained by  solving 
Eqs.(4) for the rise angle αr. It is worth to noting that only 
one solution of Eq.(4) is significative from mechanical 
design viewpoint. 

3  A DESIGN OF FOUR CIRCULAR-ARC CAMS 

Figure 2) shows a scheme of four circular-arc cam profiles 
under examination in this paper. Four circular-arc cams has 
been designed by combining sequentially two designs of 
two circular-arc rise profile. In fact, if one considers the 
reference frame OXY, the profile of the cam is defined by 
the base circle with radius ρ0, which is centred in point 
C0=O; the first circle which is centred in point C1; the 
second circle which is centred in point C2; the third circle 
which is centred in point C3; the fourth circle which is 
centred in point C4; the fifth circle with radius (ρ0+h) which 
is centred in point O.  
Characteristic points of four circular-arc cam profile can be 
identified as: point A (xA; yA), which is the point joining 
the base circle with the first one; B (xB; yB), which is the 
point joining the first circle with the second one; C (xC; yC), 
which is the point joining second circle with the third one; 
D (xD; yD), which is the point joining third circle with the 
fourth one; E (xE; yE), which is the point joining fourth 
circle with the fifth one. 
Simplicity and reliability of the proposed procedure for 
design two circular-arc cams can be useful to deduce the 
design profile of four circular-arc cams.  
The procedure applied for four circular-arcs can be 
summarized by considering the schemes reported in Fig.3: 
• define the design parameters αr, αd, αr*, h, ρ0; 
• subdivide the rise angle in two parts equal to αr/2 

respectively; 
• assign the radius ρ2 for the second circle Γ2; 

 

 
Figure 2: A scheme of four circular-arc cam profile. 
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• assign the radius ρ4 for the fourth circle Γ4; 
• apply the algorithm for two circular-arc in the first 

middle portion AC of the rise angle Fig.3a); 
• determine the value of the co-ordinates of points C1, 

C2 and B;  
• apply the algorithm for two circular-arc in the second 

middle portion CE of the rise angle Fig.3b); 
• determine the value of the co-ordinates of points C3, 

C4 and D. 
By considering the scheme of Fig.3a) to obtain the 
coordinate of points C1, C2 and B is necessary to solve 
Eqs.(4).  
In addition to complete the design of four circular-arc it is 
necessary to apply the same abovementioned procedure 
from points C to E, as shown in Fig.3b). 
Referring to Fig.3b), when the numeric values of the 
parameters αr/2, αd, αr*, h, ρ0, ρ4 and profile points C and E 
are given, it is possible to determine the co-ordinates of 
points C3, C4 and D.  
A suitable system of algebraic equations can be deduced by 
means of the following conditions:  
• the third circle passing across points C and D can be 

written as 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
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• the fourth circle passing across points D and E can be 

expressed as 
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• coincident tangents to second and third circles at the 

point C can be described as 
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• coincident tangents to third and fourth circles at the 

point D can be described as 
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Thus, the co-ordinates of the significative points C3, C4 and 
D are obtained by solving Eqs.(5) to (8) for the second part, 
CE of the rise angle αr. Since, only one solution is 
significative from of mechanical design viewpoint. 

4  NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Equations (4) to (8) can be solved by using Maple software 
[48]. Numerical examples have been computed to prove the 
soundness and efficiency of the proposed design algorithm. 
In particular, referring to the scheme shown in Fig.2, 
numeric values for design parameters are assumed as h=12 
mm; ρ=40 mm; αr=65 deg.; αd=50 deg.; αr*=65 deg.; and 
co-ordinates of points A=(0, ρ) mm, C=(24.71, 38.79) mm 
and E=(47.13, 21.98) mm.  
Data and design results of the enclosed numerical examples 

have been grouped in Tables I and II.  
Figures 4 and 5 show design shape of the cam profile, with 
the data reported in Tables I and II.  
In particular, Fig.4a) shows the Example 1 reported in 
Tables I and II. One can note that, when the roller follower 
moves along AB and CD arcs the cam profile is concave; 
when the roller follower moves along BC and DE arcs the 
cam profile is convex. 
 

 
a) 

 

 
b) 
 

Figure 3: Kinematic schemes for four circular-arc cams 
with roller-followers: a) first middle portion AC of αr; a) 

second middle portion CE of αr. 
 
Figure 4b) shows the Example 2 reported in Tables I and II. 
One can note that, when the roller follower moves along 
AE arc the profile of the cam is convex. 
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Figure 5 shows the Example 3 reported in Tables I and II. 
One can note that, when the roller follower moves along 
AB arc the profile of the cam is concave; when the roller 
follower moves along BE arc the profile of the cam is 
convex. 
The proposed three design cases differ for the type of 
curvature. It depends by the numerical values of the design 
parameters ρ2 and ρ4. 
It is worthing to note that, the curvature of the function and 
its reciprocal radius of curvature has great significance 
during the design profiles. In fact, cam contours may have 
portions, which are concave, convex or flat. Infinitesimally 
short flats of infinite radius occur at all inflection points on 
the cam surface where it changes from concave to convex 
or vice versa. Consequently, a problem occurs when: 
• the radius of roller follower is too large to follow the 

locally smaller negative (or concave) local radius on 
the cam; 

• the radius of roller follower is larger than the smallest 
positive (or convex) local radius on the cam curve. 
This problem is well known as undercutting: 

• in transition points from concave to convex and vice 
versa the sign of radii of curvature changes like 
vector. 

Consequently there is a direct dependence between 
acceleration of a follower and a curvature of cam, and 
between dynamic loads in mechanism and machine. For 
these reasons there is a practical necessity in determining 
more detailed dependency and quantitative estimation of 
acceleration value, process dynamics in dependence of cam 
profile, geometric and kinematic parameters of cam and 
mechanism as a whole. 
 
 

Table I - Design data for numerical examples in  
Figs.4 and 5. 

Data 
Example 

ρ2 
[mm] 

ρ4 
[mm] 

xC2, yC2
 

[mm, mm] 
xC4, yC4

 
[mm, mm] 

1 22 17 12.89, 20.24 31.72, 14.80 
2 5 12 22.03, 34.58 36.25, 16.90 
3 18 13 15.04, 23.61 35.35, 16.48 

 
Table II - Design results for numerical examples in  

Figs.4 and 5. 
Results 

Examples 
xB, yB 

[mm, mm] 
xC1, yC1 

[mm, mm] 
xD, yD 
[mm, 
mm] 

xC3, yC3 
[mm, mm]

1 5.47, 
40.95 

0, 56.22 40.05, 
29.61 

-198.86, -
312.16 

2 22.22, 
39.58 

0, -541.60 42.95, 
26.86 

-451.32, -
708.43 

3 41.20, 
11.22 

0, 92.88 42.44, 
27.37 

-1077.75, 
-1691.73 
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Figure 4  Graphical representation of a practical feasible 
solution with data in Tables 1 and 2:  

a) Example 1; b) Example 2. 
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Figure 5  Graphical representation of a practical feasible 
solution for Example 3 in Tables 1 and 2. 
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5  NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF KINEMATIC 
    PROPERTIES 

An equivalent mechanism can be defined as one, which 
provides motion identical to that of a given member on the 
original mechanism. From a kinematic viewpoint, the cam 
mechanism consists of two shaped members that are 
connected by a fixed third body called fixed frame. Either 
shaped member may be the cam with the other the follower. 
At any instant, these shaped bodies may be replaced by an 
equivalent mechanism that is represented by a slider-crank. 
At any instant a new point of contact and a new equivalent 
mechanism can be considered, since, the equivalent 
mechanism changes during the rotation of cam. The 
equivalent mechanism method has two advantages: it 
permits the analysis of cams and followers of any form 
moving in any manner; it provides a concept of the relative 
movement of the members. The method is applicable to any 
cam shape since the profile can be considered as composed 
of a series of small circular arcs, [2, 18]. 
By using an equivalent slider-crank mechanism method a 
kinematic analysis of four circular-arc cam for the case of 
Example 1, reported in Fig.4a) can be carried out in order 
to characterize the displacement, velocity and acceleration 
of a reference point M on the follower, as shown in Fig.6.  

Star points are the points corresponding to those points on 
the cam profile and they describe the location of the 
reference point M along the follower path. 
In particular, Fig.6a) shows a slider-crank equivalent 
mechanism for the first arc AB. The crank of the first 
equivalent slider-crank mechanism corresponds to segment 
OC1 whereas the coupler corresponds to segment C1M 
when point M is coincident with the roller follower center. 
Figure 6b) shows a slider-crank equivalent mechanism for 
the second arc BC. The crank of the second equivalent 
slider-crank mechanism corresponds to segment OC2 
whereas the coupler corresponds to segment C2M when 
point M is coincident with the roller follower center. 
Figure 6c) shows a slider-crank equivalent mechanism for 
the third arc CD. The crank of the third equivalent slider-
crank mechanism corresponds to segment OC3 whereas the 
coupler corresponds to segment C3M when point M is 
coincident with the roller follower center.  
Figure 6d) shows a slider-crank equivalent mechanism for 
the fourth arc DE. The crank of the fourth equivalent slider-
crank mechanism corresponds to segment OC4 whereas the 
coupler corresponds to segment C4M when point M is 
coincident with the roller follower center. 
 
 

 

 
a)  

 
c) 

 

 
b) 

 
d) 

Figure 6  Slider-crank equivalent mechanisms for four circular-arc cams of the illustrative example in Fig.4a): a) at the first 
arc AB; b) at the second arc BC; c) at the third arc CD; b) at the fourth arc DE. 
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Figure 7 shows numerical results of the kinematic analysis 
for the feasible case of Fig.4a), by using the equivalent 
mechanisms of Figs.6, when an input constant velocity of 1 
rad/s is assumed. 
It is worthing to note that at corresponding points A, B and 
so on of the cam profile, the values of the acceleration are 
indicated by  Aa,  Ba, etc. and  the values of the velocity are 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 
 

Figure 7  Results of numerical simulations of point M for 
the four circular-arc designs of Example 1 in Fig.4a):  

a) displacement; b) velocity; c) acceleration. 

indicated by Av, Bv, etc. Particularly, at point A the 
acceleration value is indicated by Aa and the velocity value 
is Av. Figure 7a) represents the displacement diagram in 
which one can note the continuity of the curve. It worth 
nothing that the curvature of the cam is concave during AB 
and CD arcs and convex during BC and DE arcs, 
respectively. Figure 7b) represent the velocity diagram in 
which one can note the discontinuity when the radii 
suddenly change. Figure 7c) shows the acceleration 
diagram in which one can note that there are jumps in the 
acceleration values at the points joining the circular arcs.  
The acceleration is equal to zero from E to E’ since the 
roller is assumed to run the circular dwell path at constant 
velocity. In the acceleration diagram, values Ba and Ba1 are 
introduced to identify the characteristic jump at the point B 
joining two circular arcs of the cam profile. Similarly 
points C1, D1, and E1 are introduced. 

6  EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

The geometric model and use of equivalent slider-crank 
mechanisms have suggested also a mechanical design of a 
low-cost easy-operation test-bed for circular-arc cams as 
outlined in [29, 34, 35]. 
A scheme of a measuring system that has been set up at the 
LARM: Laboratory of Robotics and Mechatronics, in 
Cassino, is shown in Fig.8. The test-bed and built prototype 
of four circular-arc cam are shown in Fig.9a) and b), 
respectively. 
The built test-bed for circular-arc cams is composed by 
commercial measuring sensors and equipment. Thus, it has 
been thought convenient to use Lab View software [49] 
with NI 6024E Acquisition Card [50] in order to work with 
suitable virtual instruments, which manage commercial 
sensors.  Referring  to  Figs. 8  and 9, one accelerometer S1 
[51], has been installed on the free extremity of the 
follower to monitor the acceleration of the follower motion. 
In addition, dynamic properties can be experimentally 
evaluated by using a dynamic torsion meter S2 [52], which 
has been installed on the actuator shaft of the motor. A 
signal conditioner and amplifier U2 has been used in order 
to provide suitable power supply to S2 and to reduce the 
noise in the measured signal. One encoder S3 [53] and one 
tachometer S4, [54] have been installed also on the 
camshaft. The encoder gives the possibility to monitor the 
angle of the camshaft, whereas the tachometer is used to 
monitor the angular velocity of the camshaft. A signal 
conditioner and amplifier U1 has been used in order to 
provide suitable power supply to S3 and S4 to reduce the 
noise in the measured signal. 
Three different power supply sources A1, A2 and A3 have 
been used in order to provide different input voltages for 
the sensors and motor M. 
Thus, an experimental test can be easily performed by 
considering different velocity of rotation for shaft on which 
a cam has been previously installed. Illustrative results is 
shown in Figs.10 to 12.  
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Figure 8  A general scheme for a low-cost easy-operated 
test-bed for circular-arc cams at LARM in Cassino. 

 

S4S3S2

S1

 
a) 

 

 
b) 

 

Figure 9  The built test-bed for circular-arc cams at LARM: 
a) a view; b) a tested four circular-arc cam prototype. 

 
Figure 10 shows the experimentally measured actuator 
torque and horizontal acceleration for a full rotation of 360 
deg. of the cam when the shaft is rotated continuously at a 
quasi-constant velocity of 66 rpm for several turns. The 
plot of Fig.10b) can be compared with the plot of Fig.7c).  
The diagrams of measured accelerations are characterized 
by eighteen significant points, as sketched in Fig.11, by 
comparing them to the fourteen points reported in Fig.7c).  
In addition, A is the point at which the value of the 

acceleration starts decreasing at Aa value because a change 
of curvature from base to first circle is presented for the 
rising of the profile. From A to B the acceleration decreases 
to the minimum value Ba. Then it increases to points C at 
value Ca because there is a change of curvature from first to 
second circle passing through point B1 at value B1a.  
From C to C1 the value of the corresponding acceleration 
Ca and C1a decrease very small. From C1 to D the 
acceleration decreases suddenly from the values C1a to Da, 
due to a further sudden change of curvature from second to 
third circles. From Da to E1a, passing though D1a, the 
acceleration value increases again because there is a sudden 
change of curvature from third to fourth circles. From 
points E1 to E the value of the acceleration E1a to Ea 
decreases again. From E to E’ the value of the acceleration 
Ea to Ea

’ is approximately constant in a very short time. The 
acceleration values E1a’ seems to be coincident with point 
Ea’ because the jump is so near that is not experimentally 
observable. The acceleration plot should be symmetric with 
respect the middle point between EE’ but it is not because 
when the follower moves along AB arc, the follower 
experiences some opposite action since it is necessary a 
larger force and a smaller acceleration is measured. 
Along B’A’ the acceleration is different than that one in the 
rise arc AB because the spring pushes back the follower. If 
one compares the acceleration plot of Fig.7c) with the 
diagram acceleration of Fig.10b), referring to the scheme of 
Fig.11, one can note that the acceleration values at points 
A, A’, B and B’, B1, B1’ C, C1, D’, E and E’ are quite 
similar but the negative values of the measured 
accelerations at points D and C’ are quite different with 
respect the values that are obtained by the numeric 
simulation. The values at points E and E’ are quite similar 
to those obtained in the numerical results. The differences 
among the case of Figs.7c), 10b) and 11 depend by the 
value of the actuator and output torque. For the numerical 
simulation of Fig.7c) the actuation torque and output torque 
are assumed as constant. 
During the experimental measurements regarding with 
Fig.10b) the output and actuation torques are not constant 
due to the asymmetry of the mechanical design of a cam. 
However, even if the experimental measurements are 
carried out by using a suitable fly wheel, the value of the 
actuator torque cannot be achieved as constant, although 
the value of the output torque can be considered 
approximately constant. It is worth noting that the 
differences between the numerical and experimental results 
of Figs.7 and 10 are mainly due to the effect of spring 
force, inertia and friction. 
In fact, the contribution of these forces has not been taken 
into account in the simulation, whose results are reported in 
Fig.7. Nevertheless, the effect of these forces is usually not 
negligible in real conditions. In addition, in transition 
points from concave to convex and vice versa there is a 
point or portion with radius of curvature equal to zero. As a 
consequence acceleration of the follower increase abruptly 
and impact load appears.  
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a) 

 
b) 
 

Figure 10  Experimental results of a full rotation for the 
three circular-arc cam design by using the test-bed of Fig.7 

when the shaft velocity is 66 rpm: a) torque plot; 
b) acceleration plot. 

 

 
 

Figure 11  A general scheme for characterization of 
acceleration diagram of Fig.7c) by using results from the 

test-bed of Fig.10. 

Similarly, Fig. 12 shows the experimentally measured 
actuator  torque  and  horizontal  acceleration  for  a  full 
rotation of 360 deg. of the cam when the shaft is rotated 
continuously at a quasi-constant velocity of 110 rpm for 
several turns. 
In particular, Figs. 12 show that inertial forces and higher 
velocity produce larger noise and vibration. The 
acceleration measured during the dwell is not constant but 
has a linear increment from points Aa’ to Aa, because the 
input velocity is not constant during the real behaviour of 
the system, although flywheel has been installed. In 
conclusion, the experimental evaluation of the acceleration 
diagram by using the proposed test-bed and procedure can 
be used to verify not only the kinematic characteristics of a 
cam, but mainly the cam profile itself, since both the 
diagram and its typical maximum and minimum values are 
representative of the geometry of the cam profile and its 
manufactured quality. 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 
 

Figure 12  Experimental results of a full rotation for the 
three circular-arc cam design by using the test-bed of Fig.7 

when the shaft velocity is 110 rpm: a) torque plot;  
b) acceleration plot. 
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7  CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have proposed an analytical formulation, 
which describes the basic design characteristics of four 
circular-arc cams. A design algorithm has been deduced 
from the formulation, which has permitted to solve design 
problems with suitable numerical efficiency. Numerical 
examples have been reported in the paper to show and 
discuss the design solutions and engineering feasibility of 
four circular-arc cams. By using an equivalent slider-crank 
mechanism, a kinematic analysis has been carried out to 
characterize the displacement, velocity and acceleration of 
a reference point on the follower. Experimental tests have 
permitted to characterize the operation and practical 
feasibility of the proposed cam profile. The experimental 
results show that the sudden change of curvature radius 
directly affects the acceleration response. The system 
behaviour shows a worsening when velocity increases and 
therefore cam profiles with circular arcs are proved to be of 
practical interests for certain ranges of speed operation 
only. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The aim of this study is to develop a numerical model of an agricultural vehicle front axle 
hydraulic suspension system. This model provides the analysis of the comfort (vertical 
dynamics) for the full vehicle, allowing the performance evaluation of a semi-active 
suspension control. 
The suspension is characterized by friction phenomena, non-linear viscous damping (pointed 
out by experimental tests): the description of its behaviour through a simple spring-damper 
model is then unreliable. 
A more complex model, able to correctly describe the suspension behaviour, with particular 
reference to hysteresis and friction, is then required. This kind of models are known as 
“rheological models”. The rheological model developed in this study is based on the 
experience of the authors in the field of rubber dynamic response simulation; although not 
completely new, the proposed model is however innovative for the study of the vehicle 
suspension devices. The model is characterised by the following main characteristics: 
• it is determined by five parameters: everyone of the parameters can be identified through 

experimental tests and has a well defined physical meaning; 
• it is generally valid: it is suitable not only for the application described in this paper, but it 

can reproduce the actual behaviour of systems characterized by non-linear viscous damping 
and friction; 

• it can be implemented in the simulations of semi-active control systems; 
• the dynamic behaviour of the agricultural vehicle suspension can be accurately reproduced 

by the proposed model. 

Keywords: rheological model, semi-active control tractor suspension 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
In order to increase productivity, tractors have been 
equipped with automatic driving systems, useful when the 
machine takes up with activities involving continuous and 
coordinated control sequences. 
These technical improvements, necessary to decrease the 
working time, have to take into account the physical stress 
induced to the operator. In order to decrease the working 
time significantly, the driver exposure to stress must be 
limited, so that physical fatigue is also reduced. 
 

Contact author: Emanuele Zappa 

Politecnico di Milano 
Via La Masa 34, 20158 Milano, Italy 
 

 
In the driver’s cabin the operator is exposed to thermal, 
acoustical and mechanical stresses. 
The reduction of the vertical vibrations – object of this 
paper – has always been achieved through a spring-
suspended seat. 
Only in the latest years studies in this field have become 
more incisive and particular suspensions, which are mainly 
located in the fore carriage, have been studied. 
However, this device, not only has to reduce the vehicle 
vibrations, but it also has to maintain the correct vehicle 
trim (Figure 1), regardless to the implement carried. 
As shown in Figure 1, the implement dimensions can be 
comparable to the vehicle ones, the suspension system must 
therefore be tuning for the carried load changes. For this 
reason, the system can not be based on the common spring 
(elastic element) and damper (damping element), but it 
needs a controlled hydraulic device. 
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In this way, a twofold advantage is obtained: 
• the hydraulic suspension system can offer stiffness 

higher than the spring-based one, being characterised by 
lower dimensions; 

• the vehicle trim can be modified and the suspension can 
be enabled or disabled, according to the working 
conditions. 

 

 
Figure 1  Regulation of the vehicle trim  

through hydraulic suspension 

 
The suspension will be enabled in case of driving on 
asphalt or dirt roads or during some farm activities, such as 
seeding. It will be disabled in case of trailing conditions of 
the machine, such as plowing. 
In Figure 2 the hydraulic suspension model is illustrated. 
Each hydraulic cylinder (only one cylinder can be 
represented due to the lateral view) is joined to two separate 
circuits; a pipe connects the lower connector of each 
hydraulic cylinder to the accumulator number 1, while a 
second pipe connects the upper connectors to accumulators 
number 2 and 3 when valve A is closed and to a reservoir 
when valve A is opened. The fluid flowing into the 
hydraulic circuit is oil under pressure. 
The dynamic behaviour of the vehicle equipped by a 
passive suspension system can be optimised through the 
application of a semi-active control using a strategy, based 
on the possibility of varying the damping parameter r in the 
simplest case, or stiffness k and damping r values in more 
sophisticated applications [1]. This type of control can be 
done by tuning some devices which determine the value of 
the two parameters. In the case of the suspension system 
proposed in this paper, the damping value is changed by 
varying the diameter of the orifice in the accumulator (2 
and 3) inlet (Figure 3). 
The variation of relative “pin-orifice” displacement (Figure 
3) causes different oil flow sections and thus, different 
values of damping r. They range from the lowest one, 
obtained when the pin is at the maximum distance from the 
orifice, to the highest one, obtained when the pin is at the 
minimum distance from the orifice. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2  Tractor scheme (a) and  

hydraulic model for the front suspension (b) 

 
On the other hand, the stiffness k value can be modified, for 
instance, by temporarily excluding one or both the two 
accumulators 2 and 3: in this case the system would only 
work with two possible stiffness values k. 

 
Figure 3  Nitrogen shock absorber:  

accumulator and pin used for camping variation 

 
Semi-active control techniques do not require high engine 
power consumption, as they operate modifying one or more 
parameters of the system and not directly applying forces, 
as active controls do by replacing passive elements, such as 
the spring-damper in a suspension system, with active ones. 
In case of a tractor the suspension system power is so high 
that the use of active control systems becomes very 
expensive in terms of energy dissipation. 
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The paper is organised in three fundamental steps: the first 
part describes the study of the suspension system kinematic 
analysis, useful for planning the second step: the 
experimental tests. Starting from experimental data, a 
rheological model of the suspension system is introduced 
and validated in the third part. 

1  THE KINEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE SUSPENSION 

The suspension kinematic behaviour, represented in Figure 
4, is analysed before describing and interpreting results 
obtained from experimental studies. Note that in the model 
of Figure 4 the spring connecting points A and B represent 
the stiffness effect due to the accumulators shown in Figure 
2. The plots of Figure 5 help in understanding some facts 
related to kinematics: vertical reduced stiffness (evaluated 
at points A and C using the model of Figure 4) are shown as 
a function of the arm vertical relative displacement. 
Kinematic analysis of the suspension points out two 
fundamental aspects: 
• due to its geometrical characteristics the motion of the 

suspension arm extremity (point A in Figure 4) can be 
reproduced considering the vertical displacement only; 

• suspension geometry does not introduce kinematic non-
linearity, therefore, every non-linearity pointed out by 
the analysis of experimental tests cannot be attributed to 
the system kinematics. 

 

 

 
Figure 4  Scheme of the front suspension (a)  

and kinematic model (b) 

In Figure 4 the term zC represents the vertical displacement 
of the front wheel hub; one of the test bench pistons used to 
simulate the displacement of the tractor front wheels is 
fixed at point C. During the tests, described in chapter 2, 
point C is moved with harmonic displacement laws, with 
varying amplitude and frequency values. 

 
Figure 5  The reduced stiffness of the suspension 

 

2  THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

Experimental tests have been developed to deeply 
understand the system suspension behaviour under different 
quasi-static and dynamic operating condition. The 
experimental data are used to develop the rheological 
model of  the suspension system described in the paper and 
to identify its characterizing parameters (cap. 3). 
The described tests are the following: 
• quasi-static tests; 
• constrained carbody dynamic tests; 
• free carbody dynamic tests. 
 
The first and second test sets will be used to tune the 
rheological model parameters, while the latter will be used 
for the complete model validation. 
The full vehicle (without wheels) is supported by three 
hydraulic actuators which also generate forces (Figure 6). 
The actuators are connected to two rear wheel hubs and to 
the mid point of the front axle. 
Each actuator is equipped with an LVDT displacement 
transducer, used for both closed-loop displacement control 
and measurement of the impressed displacement. 
Two Brüel & Kjær ICP accelerometers are also used for the 
dynamic free car test; the accelerometers are mounted at 
points A and B of Figure 4, in order to measure the vertical 
acceleration of these points; by means of the measured 
acceleration time histories the transfer function of the 
suspension will be obtained. 
During the tests the tractor can be subjected to: 
• a vertical translation: all three actuators are driven in-

phase with the same displacement; 
• a pitch rotation: the rear actuators are driven in-phase, 

while the front one moves with a 180° phase shift; 
• a roll rotation: the two rear actuators are driven with 

180° relative phase, while the front one is blocked. 
Thus, a generic stress imposed on each of these three 
actuators produces a combination of the three mentioned 
motion types. 
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Figure 6  The experimental test bench 

 

2.1  QUASI-STATIC TEST 
In this type of test points B and O in Figure 4 are fixed, 
while the test bench piston causes (in C) a very slowly 
varying displacement time history zc. 
2.1.1  Test description 
In the quasi-static tests, the tractor carbody motion is 
inhibited as follows: 
• rear actuators are blocked; 
• the front car extremity is stiffly constrained to the test 

bench through a fixing tool. 
The goal of the tests is to determine the value of static 
stiffness and the rheological numerical model, as it will be 
later described. 
The quasi-static test consists of compressing and 
rebounding the pistons once, moving the front actuator 
“very slowly” with a triangular wave, defining the 
amplitude in order to cover the full piston span. 

2.1.2  Test results 
From this test (see Figure 7) the following results can be 
acquired: 
• the value of static stiffness k, obtained by calculating the 

average slope of the hysteresis cycle; 
• the height of the hysteresis cycle ∆F; 
• the distance necessary to pass from the value of 

maximum force in the lowest cycle branch to the 
maximum force in the higher cycle branch (x2). This 
value indicates how sharp-cornered the cycle is. 

These measured values will be used in the subsequent 
phase, consisting in the identification of the numerical 
rheological model parameters. 

 

 
Figure 7  Constrained vehicle test: quasi-static test 

 

2.2  CONSTRAINED CARBODY TEST 
As performed in the quasi-static test, points B and O in 
Figure 4 are kept fixed, while the test bench piston causes 
(in C) displacement zc to the suspension arm. 

2.2.1  Test description 
This kind of test is defined “constrained carbody test”, 
since the supporting tractor structure (car) is blocked on 
test bench. This test set is carried out with the same carbody 
suspension system used in constrained car case; it is then 
possible to stress only the suspension arm displacing the 
front actuator. In these tests an harmonic motion is imposed 
to the front actuator with variable amplitude and frequency. 
Note that ∆l is defined as: ∆l=ZC - ZC mean, where ZC mean is 
the mean value of the possible vertical positions of point C 
(Figure 4). 

2.2.2  Test results 
This test enables to obtain hysteresis cycles diagrams (force 
F vs displacement ∆l), produced for each compression and 
extension cycle. Hysteresis cycles have been defined for 
each test frequency and each value of imposed ∆l. The 
obtained results have been interpreted as follows: 
• from 0.5 to 2 Hz (Figure 8): the cycle shape at low 

compression velocity and piston extension points out 
energy dissipation mainly due to frictional phenomena. 
Furthermore, this dissipation form persists, by 
increasing the motion frequency. Indeed, starting from 
the of coulomb hysteresis cycle configuration, the cycle 
will be subject to extension, due to viscous damping; 

• from 2.5 to 7.5 Hz (see Figure 9) a variation in cycle 
shape and slope is observed: as frequency grows the 
shape tends to become elliptical and thus, viscous forms 
of energy dissipation become active. Furthermore, the 
decrease in cycle inclination- which indicates a decrease 
of the equivalent stiffness- is also observed. 

This set of experimental results shows that the tested 
dissipation system is subject to behaviour modifications due 
to frequency variation (i.e., since the oscillation amplitude 
is kept constant, due to the change of working velocity). A 
typical behaviour of a coulomb spring-damper system 
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changes into the typical one of a shock absorber (viscous 
damping). This is shownin Figure 10a and Figure 10b. The 
diagrams show the dependence of the equivalent stiffness k 
and equivalent damping r reduced to point C (Figure 4); 
different tests were carried out at frequency freq ranging 
between 0.5 and 5 Hz, with amplitudes of ±20 mm and ±40 
mm. 
 

 
Figure 8  Constrained vehicle test: suspension  

hysteresis cycle at “low frequency” 

 

 
Figure 9  Constrained vehicle test: suspension  

hysteresis cycle at “high frequency” 

 
Parameters k and r are strictly frequency dependent, while 
the dependence on amplitude is evident in the damping 
graph and is smaller in the stiffness one. It can be noted 
how the k value decreases as frequency increases, while, at 
the same rate, r tends asymptotically to a constant value. 
This confirms what stated in the first part of the paragraph 
concerning the behaviour to which the dissipative system is 
subject in case of increasing working velocity: the spring-
damper system with certain stiffness and damping changes 
into a shock absorber with very low stiffness and a constant 
damping value (the behaviour tends to be merely viscous). 
Indeed, the sloped and parallelogram shaped hysteresis 
cycles become more ellipsis-like and their main axis 
directions get closer to the Cartesian axis as frequency 
increases (Figure 9). 
 

 
Figure 10.a  Constrained vehicle test: equivalent suspension 

stiffness as a function of frequency and amplitude 

 

Figure 10.b  Constrained vehicle test: equivalent suspension 
damping as a function of frequency and amplitude 

 

2.3  FREE VEHICLE TEST 
In this case point B and O in Figure 4 are free to pivot on 
the vehicle rear axle, while the test bench piston causes  (in 
C) triangular shaped or  harmonic displacement time 
histories zc with variable frequency and amplitude. 
2.3.1  Test description 
Free vehicle tests differ from the constrained carbody ones 
only because the fixing tool is removed and thus, the tractor 
is free. During this type of tests only the tractor front axle is 
moved, while the rear actuators are blocked. Therefore, this 
configuration makes the tractor free to pivot around the rear 
axle. This test simulates the passage of the tractor front 
wheels over an harmonic or triangular terrain profile (since 
this is the shape of the wave given to the actuator), note that 
the filtering effect due to tyres is not considered because 
wheels are not mounted. The aim of the test is to define an 
experimental transfer function between the acceleration 
acc carbody of point B (Figure 4) and the acc front axle of point 
A, in order to evaluate its efficiency (position and height of 
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resonance peak) and to compare the results of following 
numerical suspension model. 
The use of a transfer function for the analysis of a non 
linear system is not theoretically correct, but this function 
however can visualise some system characteristics, such as 
the natural frequency. Moreover the amplitude of the 
suspension system oscillation are not very large: the 
nonlinearities are then reasonable too. 
In Figure 11 a transfer function estimation obtained with 
experimental tests is shown; the displacement imposed to 
point C is harmonic (one test at each frequency between 0.5 
and 5 Hz, with 0.5 Hz steps) with amplitude of ±15 mm. 
 

 
Figure 11  Experimental free vehicle test:  

transfer function acccarbody /accaxle 

 

2.3.3  Test results 
In Figure 11 the transfer function peak, representing the 
natural frequency of the system, is close to 2 Hz. At the 
resonance peak the dynamic amplification is moderate 
(about 1.7) due to the damping. 

3  THE SUSPENSION MODEL 

The model arises from the need of reproducing the 
behaviour of the vehicle, with particular attention to the 
suspension system, in order to predict the performances of a 
semi-active control system and to allow tuning of the 
controller parameters. A simple mass-spring-damper model 
is not suitable to completely model the system: in fact 
stiffness k and damping r are functions of frequency, as 
demonstrated through the experimental results shown in 
paragraph 2. 
Figure 12 points out the characterizing elements of this 
model. The fundamental equation used for the development 
of the rheology model is (see [2] and [3]): 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) RFx,F,x,xFk,xF,xFzm
bmax a,bafrictionelviscousAp =+++⋅ 2β&&&  (1) 

 
where: 
• R is the force imposed to the front suspension axle 

reduced to point A (Figure 4) 
• ZA is the vertical displacement of the point A 

• mp is the front suspension axle mass reduced to point A 
• ( ) xkk,xFel ⋅−=  is the equivalent elastic force 
• ( )

ba,bfrictionfriction Fx,F,x,xFF ∆= 2  is the friction force. 

• ( ) ( )xsignxr,xFF viscousviscous &&& ⋅−==
ββ  is the viscous 

equivalent force. 
 

 
Figure 12  Non linear mass-spring-frictional pad-damper 

model (Configuration of constrained car test) 

 
Each force component will be described in the next 
paragraph; the parameters used in the force expressions can 
be identified starting from the experimental tests. 
 

3.1  THE FRICTION FORCE MODEL 
Friction force is characterized by significant hysteresis, that 
is, the force applied by the system at a certain time t1 not 
only depends on the system state at time t1 but also from the 
system state assumed in the close past (Figure 13). This 
force is a non linear function of the relative carbody-axle 
position x [4] and it also depends upon two parameters: x2  
and ∆F. 
 

 
Figure 13  Hysteresis cycle only due to friction force 

 
In literature ([4]) curves which describe compression and 
extension phases of an hysteresis cycle are: 
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where: 
• x is the value of the current suspension position (it is a 

variable in the numerical integration), in case of fixed 
carbody x=-ZA (Figure 12); 

• xbi = (xbrake point) is the last value of variable x achieved 
before feed reverse, that is, before the transition from 
compression to extension (or vice versa). It is a variable 
in the numerical integration. Its variation occurs only in 
case of feed reverse, otherwise it is constant and equal 
to the last achieved value (xbi=xb2 during extension and 
xbi=xb3 during compression, see Figure 13); 

• Fabi= (Ffriction break point) is the last value achieved by 
friction force Ffriction before feed reverse. It is a variable 
in the numerical integration; its variation only occurs in 
case of feed reverse, otherwise it is constant and equal 
to the last achieved value (Fabi=Fab2 during extension 
and Fabi=xFab3 during compression); 

• ∆F is the force gap due to the friction hysteresis cycle 
(see Figure 7). It is a constant. Its value is measured 
only by the hysteresis cycle obtained in the quasi-static 
test; 

• x2 is the displacement required to pass from the 
minimum value of friction force to the maximum (see 
Figure 7). This parameter shows how much sharp-
cornered is the friction hysteresis cycle. It is a constant. 
Its value is extracted by the hysteresis cycle obtained in 
the quasi-static test. 

 

3.2  THE ELASTIC FORCE 
Elastic force represents the classic stiffness term, it is then 
considered linear with the relative carbody-axle 
displacement through the coefficient k. (Fel= - k x). The k 
coefficient is a constant and is equal to the value obtained 
in the quasi-static test (Figure 7). 
 
 
 

 

3.3  THE VISCOUS FORCE 
In the mass-spring-damper models ([5]) energy dissipation 
produces the elliptical shape of the cycle in “force vs 
displacement” diagram. The cycle area is reciprocally 
proportional to damping coefficient r. 
Viscous force acquires its typical expression: 
 

xrFr &−=  (4) 
 
that is, viscous force is proportional to velocity. In mass-
spring-non linear damper the viscous force is proportional 
to velocity through a constant coefficient r, but this 
proportionality is not linear, because the velocity is raised 
to a power β: 
 

( )xsignxrFviscous && ⋅⋅−= β  (5) 

 

 
 

Figure 14  Constrained vehicle test: equivalent  
suspension damping as a function of relative  

velocity x&  (see also Figure 10) 
 
The expression of viscous force given in Errore. L'origine 
riferimento non è stata trovata.) is useful for taking into 
account localised and distributed flow resistance; the value 
of β was obtained by fitting the experimental data (Errore. 
L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.) with the 
suspension numerical model, setting the r value equal to the 
asymptotic value to which it tends in diagram (high relative 
velocity r) in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata 
trovata.. 

4  RESULTS OF THE RHEOLOGICAL MODEL 

The parameters of the model proposed in chapter 3 were 
identified through the experimental tests shown in chapter 
2. 
The following diagrams show the comparison between 
some constrained vehicle experimental tests and the 
simulation of the same situation obtained with the 
rheological model. 
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Figure 14  Constrained vehicle test hysteresis cycle: 

comparison between experimental and numerical  
results at 2 Hz, 40 mm stroke 

 

 
Figure 15  Constrained vehicle test hysteresis cycle: 

comparison between experimental and numerical  
results at 3 Hz, 40 mm stroke 

 
Figure 16 Constrained vehicle test hysteresis cycle: 
comparison between experimental and numerical  

results at 4.5 Hz, 40 mm stroke 

 
Diagrams of Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 compare the analytic 
force hysteresis cycles generated by the constrained vehicle 
test to the corresponding experimental ones. The 
experimental cycle shapes are well approximated by 
numerical simulation, even if at higher frequencies (4.5 and 
7.5 Hz) localized oscillations are shown in experimental 
data: this phenomenon was investigated and was find to be 
due to some vibration introduced by the test bench control. 

 
Figure 17  Constrained vehicle test hysteresis cycle: 

comparison between experimental and numerical  
results at 7.5 Hz, 40 mm stroke 

In Figure 18 the comparison between experimental and 
numerical free vehicle test is shown in terms of transfer 
function between the car and the front axle vertical 
acceleration. The experimental data were already shown in 
Figure 11, while the numerical data come from the model 
described in chapter 3. 
As can be seen the model correctly reproduces the 
suspension dynamics and can then be used, in the next 
chapter, to develop the model of the full vehicle. 
 

 
Figure 18  Comparison between experimental and 

numerical free vehicle test: transfer function 
acccarbody/accaxle (the complete non linear model  

described in paragraph 3 was used) 

5  FULL VEHICLE MODEL 

The full vehicle was modelled using the multibody software 
for dynamic simulation “Adams View”; this software tool 
allows for the definition of force models in Fortran 
language: the front axle suspension behaviour was 
introduced with the rheological model developed in this 
paper. 
The AdamsView implemented model is illustrated in 
Figure 19 and was used to simulate obstacle passing test. 
Here tyres are represented by linear elastic and damping 
elements and their values kP and rP are equal to the radial 
ones [6]. The aim is to simulate the comfort of a vehicle 
running on a straight line at constant speed and crossing an 
obstacle. 
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Figure 19  Tractor multibody model of full vehicle  

for dynamic simulation 

 

5.1  PASSIVE SUSPENSION 
The obstacle shape used in the simulation is the “bump”, 
which is commonly used in car dynamic studies. The same 
bump shape equation: 
 

( )
2

2
1










⋅= c
x

vv

v

eAxy  (5) 

 
was used for both front and rear axles, with a difference in 
bump application time depending on vehicle speed. 
In (5) c is a parameter proportional to the obstacle width (in 
this case c = 0.4 m) and the amplitude A is 0.1m. 
 

 
Figure 20  Numerical simulation: bump obstacle at 40 km/h 

time history of the carbody and the axle acceleration 

 

 
Figure 21  The “bump” obstacle profile 

The yv time histories have been applied as front axle and 
rear axle imposed displacements (see Figure 19). The 
results shown in Figure 23 were obtained simulating a 40 
km/h obstacle pass-by. 
Figure 22 describes the displacements (vertical translations) 
of car centre of gravity (zcar), point A (zaxle) and the relative 
car-axle displacement which corresponds to the one 
between points A and B (Figure 4). 
Figure 23 shows a resonance frequency of about 2.5 Hz in 
the car and of about 6 Hz in the axle. 
 

 
Figure 22  Numerical simulation: bump obstacle at 

40 km/h, carbody and front axle vertical displacement  
time histories, plotted together with relative  

displacement between points A and B of Figure 4  
(front suspension elongation) 

 

 
Figure 23  Numrical simulation: bump at 40 km/h,  

carbody and axle vertical acceleration spectra 

 

5.2  SEMI ACTIVE SUSPENSION 
The semi-active control system is expected to be the best 
control strategy in terms of absorbed power reduction, 
production cost and loss of reliability. This conclusion is 
based on literature results mentioned in [7] and [8]. The 
strategy aims to vary the stiffness and damping parameters 
of the system, while the vehicle is running, in order to 
reduce vibrations and shocks as much as possible. The front 
suspension rheological model receive stiffness and damping 
parameters as an input and allow to simulate the vehicle 
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dynamics behaviour as a function of these two values. In 
this way a number of control strategies can be numerically 
tested, without the need of building any physic control 
device. Experimental tests will be done on the numerically 
optimized control solution only, allowing to get cost and 
time reduction. 
In order to transfer the numerical control strategy on the 
physical vehicle, it is however important to associate 
stiffness and damping parameters to a mechanical 
configuration of the control system (such as the position of 
the pin shown in Figure 3). 
Although the goal of this paper is not the control strategy 
but the development and the validation of the suspension 
model, an example of semi-active control is shown here as 
an example of the model application. 
A possible (very simple) control strategy provides that k 
and r can vary. In this application k and r do not vary 
continuously, but they can only assume two values each. k 
varies when one or both actuators 2 and 3 are working 
(Figure 2), while the variation of r depends on the oil 
flowing through the orifices. The variation is generated by 
controlling the opening and closing of two solenoid valves. 
This reduces engine power absorption to the minimum and 
grants maximum reliability to the system. In case the two 
solenoid valves fail, the suspension system becomes 
passive, but it keeps on working, even if not optimally. 
A different and more accurate damping regulation strategy 
was implemented in a Simulink model: in this control 
strategy the damping coefficient can be varied continuously 
between a maximum and minimum value, by moving the 
pin in the orifice (Figure 3). 
The implemented control is a PID type and the attempt to 
minimise the pitch angle variations: one of the most 
important parameters affecting comfort. 
The simulation results showed in the following are about 
the obstacle passing tests. 
In Figure 24 and Figure 25 results obtained with the 
proposed semi-active control are compared with those 
produced with the passive suspension system simulation. 
 

 
Figure 24 Pitch oscillation due to bump at 40 km/h: 
comparison passive and semi – active suspension 

 
Figure 25  Damping values generated by the controller 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes a rheological model for a tractor front 
suspension characterised by: 
• 5 constant parameters (stiffness and damping 

coefficients are also included); 
• each parameter was experimentally measured and 

identified and has its own physical meaning. 
 
The frictional model parameters are: 
• k: is constant and measured in the quasi-static test. It is 

dependent on accumulator pressure and volume. It was 
experimentally measured; 

• ∆F: is constant and measured in the quasi-static test; 
• x2: is constant and measured in the quasi-static test; 
• β: is constant, depends on the hydraulic pipe diameter. 

Its value is determined through the simulation of 
constrained car test; 

• r: is constant, depends on the orifice diameters located 
before the accumulator inlet. The r value increases 
when diameter decrease; the magnitude is computed 
through the constrained car test. 

 
Therefore, the classic spring-damper model becomes a 
particular case of the rheological model, by eliminating the 
friction force and considering β = 1. 
The suspension model has been implemented in the vehicle 
comfort model and it can be used for the simulation of 
semi-active control. 
The integration was possible because the proposed rheology 
model is not a “black box”, but each of its parameters is 
still linked to the physics of real system. 
 
The proposed model can vary: 
• the shape of hysteresis cycle due to friction, 
• the non-linear dependency of viscous force. 
Because of these reasons it is also suitable for describing 
the behaviour of systems different from the proposed one 
such as rubber elements, where coulomb frictions, non-
linear elastic and viscous forces are present. 
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Figure 1  Simple chart. 
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